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threelocaltelevj~~_&A 
stations wage war with 
each other as they vie 
for your attention. 
Rat~gs keep score of 
how many of you are 
watching the news. 
Nobody keeps score 
of how well the news 
is watching you. 
2 Ca.co Bay W.ekly 
~ Maine Audubon Society 
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Nature's Choice Is 7.99 
Rlack Oil Sunflower I SI4.9~ 
Black Oil Sunflower $ 8.15 
Gray Stripe Sunflower $17.95 
GraV Stripe Sunflower $ 9.69 
Songmaker Premium Blend $12.69 
Songmaker Premium Blend $ 6.75 
Melody Mix Blend $12.15 
Fine Cracked Corn $4.79 
White Proso Millet $ 2.89 
Sunflower Hearts and Chips $ 4.89 
Peanut Hearts $ 4.69 
Thistle Seed $ 5·25 





Maine Audubon Society Bird Seed Sale 






Falmouth, Maine 04105 I 
(207) 781-2330 I 
Please print clearly I 
Name I 




Zip ___ _ ______ .... __________ ~ 
• 2.2 EFI SOHC Engine • AM/FM Stereo 
• Tilt Steering Wheel 
• Light Group 
• Dual Electric Mirrors 
• Rear Window Defrosters 
• Metallic Paint 
• Tinted Glass 




Responding to suggestions 
dropped in his ear by some 
Hollywood "connections" who 
happen to own homes in Maine, 
Governor John McKernan has 
expressed what his press secre-
tary refers to as an "off-hand" 
interest in getting a cameo 
appearance on TV's "Murder 
She Wrote." 
The show, which is filmed in 
California, is set in the fictitious 
Maine town of Cabot Cove. 
McKernan's possible appear-
ance on the show would echo 
similar walk-ons by other poli-
ticians such as former Speaker 
of the House Tip O'Neill ap-
pearing on "Cheers" or 
Vermont's governor showing 
up on "The Newhart Show." 
The Governor says he was 
planning on going to Holly-
wood later this year anyway, to 
encourage television producers 
as well as the film industry to 
look to Maine as a location for 
shooting movies and TV shows. 
According to the Maine Film 
Commission, around 20 % of the 
production budget for a movie 
goes stays within the state. 
So don't forget us little guys, 
Jock, and break a leg. 




"We have to balance a budg2t 
today. How are we going to do 
that? I have to get my car to 
Long Island tomorrow. How 
am I going to do that?" asked 
Tony Donovan, membet of the 
Casco Bay Island Transit Dis-
trict (CBITD) board of direc-
tors. 
To balance the budget, the 
Rebel, the little car ferry that 
could, must be sold. 
But the Rebel is the only ferry 
in the fleet capable of taking 
more than one car at a time to 
the up-bay islands. (The Maine 
Department of Transportation -
has forbidden the larger Ma-
chigonne II from serving those 
islands for fear that it would 
bash the piers to bits trying to 
dock and unload.) 
As the annual exodus ap-
proaches, between 100 and 150 
cars will seek transport from 
Long and Great Diamond Is-
lands. The Rebel is currently 
running to those islands on 
Wednesdays and when there 
are enough cars to make a run. 
.But the sale of the Rebel was 
demanded by the federal gov-
ernment when it contributed to 
the purchase fund for the Ma-
chigonne II. 
CBITD board chairman Ger-
ald Garman said that an alter-
native carrier would be found 
before the Rebel is sold. He 
suggested either Hillside Lum-
ber or Lionel Plante & Associ-
ates as possible carriers. ~ 
But Hillside Lumb~, which-'~' 
owns a cargo boat to transport _ 
wood to its store on Peaks Is-
land, said they were not inter-
ested in the job. 
And Plante operations man-
ager Coley Mulkern said Tues-
day that Lionel Plante & Asso-
ciates isn't excited about the 
job, but has told theCBITD that 
they would do it if necessary. 
Plante, which supplies fuel to 
Peaks Island, has a landing craft 
which they say is capable of 
carrying six cars. The Rebel 
carries about nine. 
But, warns Mulkern, ''There 
will be problems. We have to J 
put planks down on the beach 
to run cars on so they don't get 
stuck in the sand. But we would 
do it." 
• Hannah Holmes J 
News of the weird 
+John Wilbert, 25, of Long 
Branch, N.J., was charged with 
attempted murder after he 
stalked, then repeatedly 
stabbed, his former Boy Scout 
leader earlier this year because 
of a 12-year grudge over 
Wilbert's having been denied a 
merit badge. Under police 
questioning, neither man could 
recall whatthemerit badge was 
for. 
+In Miami Springs, Fla., Ker-
mit Tindell was arrested for 
theft of services in March when 
police noticed a 200-foot exten-
sion cord running from his 
bedroom next door to a union 
hall. Tindell's power had been 
cut off because of an overdue 
bill. 
+Stanley Snyder was arrested 
at a Westbury, N.Y., movie 
theater in February for possess-
ing cough drops in violation of 
the theater's no-outside-food 
rule. The theater, which does 
not sell cough drops, later 
dropped the charge, butSnyder 
is contemplating a lawsuit. 
+The Times of Swaziland re-
ported in June that the wife of 
defendant Themba Shonge not 
only refused to pay the fine that 
would have spared her hus-
band a seven-month jail sen-
tence for stealing a tape re-
corder, but announced she had 
fallen in love with the owner of 
the store from which he had' 
stolen it. 
Get a piece 
of the rock 
Can't afford the down pay-
ment on a renovated, condo-
fied, grain warehouse with a 
water view? No problem. For a 
mere two bu\=ks you can buy 
yourself your very own chunk 
of Old Portlandia. 
Shaw Brothers Construction 
of Gorham is selling about 
16,000 hand cut, granite cob-
blestones exhumed from Com-
mercial Street at two dollars a 
rock. The company received the 
$1.5 million contract from the 
state last month to revamp 
Commercial and expects to 
finish the job in September of 
1989. Shaw Brothers will be 
narrowing the street, putting in 
brick sidewalks and cobble-
stone crosswalks. 
"We'll be using some of the 
cobblestones for the cross-
walks," says Mark 'Barnes of 
Shaw Brothers, "but the rest of 
them we'll be selling or using 
on other jobs." 
The reason that the company 
gets to do what it wants with 
the cobblestones is that Com-
mercialStreet is actually part of 
US Route lA and falls under 
what is called the federal urban 
road system. The cobblestones, 
then, are not technically the 
property of the city and the state 
has the option to dispose of 
them as it likes. 
"We used to sell them a long 
time ago," says George 
Flaherty, director of Portland's 
Department of Parks and Pub-
lic Works, referring to cobble-
stones that are owned by the 
city and kept in storage for use 
in repair work on streets,"but 
we don't have enough to spare 
anymore." 
What do you do with a 30-
pound cob blestone once you've 
washed it off and polished it 
up? 
"People use them a lot for 
walkways, gardens, buildings, 
doorstops," offers Barnes. In a 
real pinch, he suggests, "you 
could use one as a paper-
weight." 
- Thomas A. Verde 
War and peace 
Warships and peacenicks are 
both aimed at the area this 
weekend. 
The USS Samuel B. Roberts, 
damaged in the Persian Gulf 
last spring, may arrive Sunday 
for repairs at Bath Iron Works 
shipyard in Portland - even as 
coalition of peace activists will 
be harvesting Signatures at the 
. Common Ground Fair in an 
attempt to force a referendum 
stopping the testing of cruise 
missiles over Maine. 
The Roberts, an attack frigate 
similar to the two currently 
within view at BIW's Portland 
yard, suffered extensive dam-
age when it struck a mine in 
April. Repairs will take about a 
year. 
The coalition, which includes 
the Maine Freeze Campaign, 
the Maine Peace Mission and 
the Physicians for Social Re-
sponsibility, must gather more 
than 42,000 Signatures to for-
ward their petition to the state 
legislature. 
- Monte Paulsen 
ON LETTING SLEEPING DOGS LIE ... 
Baxter school wants dogs 
off dog-lover'S island 
What could be considered 
Maine's canine version of Ar-
lington Cemetery may be off 
limits to man's best friend if 
one idea proposed by the Gov-
ernor BaxterSchool for the Deaf 
pans out. 
Officials at the school on 
Casco Bay's Mackworth Island 
claim that unleashed dogs are a 
nuisance to students and em-
ployees as well as a threat to 
wildlife. They have proposed 
banning dogs from the island. 
Although it may be a surprise 
to some, it is no fluke that a dog 
cemetery exists on Mackworth. 
It was a condition that the 
owner of the island, former 
Governor Percival P. Baxter, 
insisted on when he donated 
the land to the state in 1953. 
Baxter was a great animal 
lover. He used to bring his dogs 
with him to the office and he 
even had the flags on govern-
ment buildings flown at half 
mast once when one of his fa-
vorite Irish setters died. Mack-
worth is now the final resting 
place of 14 of Baxter's Irish set-
ters. 
"I think Baxter would proba-
bly roll over in his grave if he 
knew what was happening:' 
says Patrick Norton, president 
of the Mackworth Island Dog 
Walkers Association, a group 
formed to oppose the Baxter 
School's plan. "It's a large irony 
to me to think that we support 
the maintenance of the grave-
yard out there with our tax 
money but at the same time we 
wouldn't be able to bring our 
own dogs out there for a walk." 
But Kathleen Fries, director 
of the Baxter ~ol, says ban-
ning dogs isn't t'le only pos-
sible option. "It's a last resort," 
says Fries. 
Although there is a sign 
posted at the entrance to Mack-
worth tha t reads "No unleashed 
dogs," Fries admits that the 
school isn't able to enforce it. 
"It just doesn't make sense to 
me to move from one rule that 
you can't enforce to an even 
stricter rule without address-
ing the issue of enforcem'ent," 
Norton says. 
But the issue of enforcement 
is itself in question. Norton 
doubts that officials at Baxter 
School have the authority to 
impose such a regulation on 
what is public land. 
Kathleen Fries has contacted 
the attorney general's office for 
an opinion. 
Assistant attorney general 
Peter Stewart is researching the 
various deeds of trust and leg-
islative actions relating to the 
gift of the island. Stewart says 
he is trying to get "a sense of to 
what extent and limits the 
school' sauthority goes." Trans-
lated from legalese, this means 
he is looking for a loophole since 
it is apparent from the condi-
tions of Baxter's gift that the 
island "be used for State Public 
Purposes." One of those pur-
poses, according to the law, is 
walking your dog. 
Kathleen Fries will be meet-
ing with Patrick Norton this 
week to discuss options. She 
has a Iso said that she is eager to 
hold a public meeting in Octo-
ber at which she will welcome 
the input of the community. 
- Thomas A. Verde 
ENVIRONMENT: 
Surf & turf 
The paper harvest is green 
this fall as two area environ-
mental groups release weighty ; 
reports on the state of our natu-
ral neighborhood. 
The Maine Audubon Society 
has published a 400-page re-
view of state forestry laws 
throughout the country and the 
Island Institute has announced 
the release of a study on Casco 
Bay water quality. 
The Audubon report, pub-
lished in anticipation of forestry 
legislation to be drafted by the 
infant 114th session of the 
Maine legislature, provides 
examples of regulation adopted 
in other states and urges Maine 
to mandate reforestation, to 
adopt minimum forest practices 
that prevent erosion and de-
struction of habitat, to require 
notice of timber harvests and to 
empower adequate enforce-
ment of the laws that are 
adopted. 
"There are areas in the Casco 
Bay region where people are 
completely liquidating the for-
est resource on their land," says 
Audubon report author Karin 
Tilberg. "We need legislation 
that will require that some 
thought be gi ven to the future." 
Tilherg observes that al-
though many individual towns 
- including Lyman, Raymond 
and Standish in Cumberland 
County - have enacted local 
ordinances restricting clearcut-
ting, little has been done to 
address the less visible damage 
caused by erosion and the de-
struction of wildlUe habitat. 
Meanwhile, Island Institute 
director Philip Conkling led a 
cocktail cruise of Casco Bay in 
an attempt to make damage 
there more visible. 
Held in conjunction with the 
Island Holiday's regular Friday 
night up-bay run, the cruise was 
sponsored by the Island Insti-
tute and the Casco Bay Island 
Development Association. 
According to Conkling, Casco 
Bay contains significant accu-
mulationsofheavymetalssuch 
as lead, copper and cadmium; 
polychlorinated biphenyls, or 
PCBs, which are used in elec-
tronic components; polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, or 
P AH, which comes from oil 
spills and car exhaust; and 
bacteria from sewage dis-
charge. 
Although the sewage issue 
has become something ofa toxic 
potato between the Island In-
stitute and the Portland Water 
District, Conkling holds back 
no punches when discussing 
the Maine Department of En vi-
ron men tal Protection's decision 
to approve an overboard dis-
charge licence to Dictar Associ-
ates' Fort McKinley develop-
ment on Great Diamond Island. 
The DEP approved Dictar's 
overboard discharge licence on 
the reasoning that because the 
waters surrounding the island 
were already degraded below 
the minimum standards, one 
more additional discharge 
wouldn't matter. 
- Monte Paulsen 
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CLASSIFIED 
Ca.co Bay Weekly IS a paper 
for people lIVing In or concerned 
about the cities and towns of the 
Porliand area. It is published by 
Mogul Media. Inc from posh 
corporate headquarters at 
187 Clark Street , Porliand , 
Maine 04102. 
Send us your event list ings. 
your angry letters and espeCially 
your advertisements! We need 
to receive all that kind of stuff by 
the end of the Thursday prior to 
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Casco Bay Weekly 
by Hannah Holmes 
A CONVERSATION WITH 
Asimo Sandra Stol1111an 
Asimo Sandra Stollman flat-
tens your body out on her 
work table in the Center for 
Health on India Street. She's 
one of four Maine practitio-
ners of Trager, a gentle, 
hands-on, and rhythmic 
treatment of body stress, 
named for Dr. Milton Trager. 
The sensation is like half-
floating on an incoming tide. 
What is Trager? 
One of the basic premises is 
that people accumulate in their 
bodies the affects of their expe-
rience; that is, everything that 
happens to us is recorded in 
our minds, and our minds cre-
ate certain patterns in our bod-
ies. Many of those patterns are 
restrictive because many of our 
experiences cause us to become 
tense and constrict. 
It's about receptivity, and 
being able to be in contact with 
another person in a way that is 
so open and so receptive that 
that person feels felt and safe. 
Safe is very important. 
There's a very oceanic feel-
ing to Trager. 
Yes. One of the principals 
we're working with is the fact 
that the body is comprised 
mostly of water, and the kind 
of wave motion that is set up in 
this work addresses the fluid 
element of our bodies. Most of 
the things we do as land ani-
mals don't put us in touch with 
our water source. There's some-
thing primordial, and also pre-
natal, in it. 
Did you learn Trager from 
Trager? 
Yes. I was living in California 
when I learned it. I have done a 
lot of work with him. 
Is it easy to learn? 
It really depends on the indi-
vidual and what they need to 
unlearn. There are aspects to 
Stollman gives a Trager massage to Sarah, 
a 24-year-old native Mainer. 
the work that require learning 
new habits, and new motion 
patterns, and new kinds of 
awareness of your body, and 
how to use your . weight, and 
how to make contact with other 
human beings. Very soon in 
the learning process one gets 
beyond the technical aspect, 
and it becomes a matter of 
developing sensitivity - it gets 
into feeling. 
Who is skeptical? 
Skeptical people. I thinkskep-
ticism is healthy. 
Who comes for Trager? 
All kinds of people with any 
condition they relate to stress. 
That could mean tight, sore 
bodies, or chronic, debilitating 
illness like MS. 
Do you take their pain home 
with you? 
I'm moved by people and 
their courage, and I've also 
learned that my responsibility 
is to work with the principles 
and to leave them the responsi-
bility. I don' t do healing. I'm 
just a means by which people 
can come into close contact with 
their own capabilities for self-
healing. 
Hannah. Holmes was so relaxed 
after her Trager massage that she 
annoyed all of the rest of us here at 
CBW, making us uptight. 
Full Alarm Systems 
Doors, hood, trunk, 
motion detector and siren 
from $210.00 installed (most cars) 
AutoPlusS 
Auto/ Home • Audio Video Systems • Sales and Service 
Corner of Pleas~nt Str~et, 
Riverside and Route 302 Brunswick, Marne 




Autumn has finally arrived and so has the clothing of 
WORLDS APART. " a sporty mix and match collection 
of cotton sweaters, pants and flannel skirts in geometric 
patterns and jewel tone colors. 
WORLDS APART available only at 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101 • (207) 772-4439 
Medical waste 
As a registered nurse, with a 
bachelor's degree in nursing 
and having worked for three 
years as a visiting nurse, I take 
objection to the statements 
made by Mr. Verde in his ar-
these practices in their lifestyle. 
Most patients that I have en-
countered have learned and 




ticle on medical waste regard- Christine Shanahan, R.N. 
ing home health care patients. 
It is obvious in Mr. Verde's 
article that he has done a great 
deal of research, but the para-
graph dealing with home health Daily weekly? 
patients leaves readers with an I have been enjoying Casco 
incorrect interpretation about Bay Weekly so much that I wish 
the education process in the it came out every day; but then 
community on this subject. it wouldn't be Casco Bay 
The article contends that Weekly and maybe I wouldn't 
"home health-care patients are enjoy it as much. 
typically no better .versed than Thank ou 
street-comer addlCts... rules ~ y , 
laid down by ... the CDC or t~e I 17._ _ 
EPA." He then goes on to wnte I '-(J U 
that "throwing awayacontami- Karl Rogers 
nated needle is done without a 
second thought." There is an .• 
implication in these two state- Ailing bells 
ments that home health patients On Sundays at 3 pm, and on 
are not educated in the proper certain other impromptu occa-
methods of disposing medical sions, the hill becomes alive 
waste. This is simply not true with the sound of Tom Ayling's 
and does a great disservice to ailing bells. They rudely inter-
the professional health care rupt what is normally t~e most 
workers in the community as peaceful day on the hill and 
well as to the patients they serv- after over an hour of their out-
ice. of-tune, out-of-time boasting, 
Teaching a patient such as a one's head begins to spin ~nd 
diabetic,howtodisposeofhis/ ache. One finds oneself trymg 
her needles is part ofthe educa- to continue the norm.al pace. of 
tion process in teaching them the day. However, wlthm mm-
how to cope with their illness. utes of "clang bang bong bong" 
Patients are taught to place their nornlal conversation reaches 
needles in an unbreakable con- unnatural volume levels. After 
tainer uncapped and to seal the hoarseness sets in and heads 
container prior to disposing of begin to ache, one abandons 
it to prevent the lid from com- the attempt to treat this part of 
ing ajar. Methods to deal with the day as the rest. Surre~der­
the instruments that assist pa- ing, one sits down and tnes to 
tients to live with the disease is enjoy "The Sound of Music," 
an integral part of health care in trying maybe to hum aloud 
the community as well as in the with the tune; if indeed a tune 
hospital. can .~e distinguish~. When a 
Professional home health care famIlIar chorus fmally does 
workersunderstandtheimpor- evolve the timing is so out of 
tance of proper disposal of whack that participating in ~ny 
medical waste and the meth- way becomes a frustratmg 
ods to protect the patient, his/ experience. After about 20 
her family and the community minutes of this frustration one 
from improper disposal. They is forced from one's house. 
also understand that it is their We have learned now how to 
responSibility to communicate cope with Tom Ayling's ailing 
this information to their pa- bells; we leave the hill at 3 pm 
tients in the community. In my on Sundays, against our will 
experience as a home health but for our sanity. Winter is 
nurse and in observing my approaching, however. Tom 
colleagues,Icanassureyou that and travel will soon become 
this is done. Patients then have dangerous. Please have some 
the responsibility to integrate sympathy for our sore ears and 
shorten your "concerts" back 
to ten minutes or take your mu-






As an agent of Portland's 
communist-preserva tio nis t 
conspiracy, all I can say is, 
"Curses, foiled again." Nancy 
Page Akers, American citizen 
and undercover FBI agent, has 
found us out. (CBW, 9/8/88) 
How clever of Ms. Akers to 
tum to the dictionary to link 
communism with local efforts 
to preserve a bit of Portland's 
architectural history. Many 
might call this leap in logic 
downright looney. Many might 
point to the obvious disparity 
between radical politics and the 
essential conservatism of historic 
preservation. But not our 
Nancy: she's not fooled by 
brainwashing, tear-jerking 
propaganda." Clearly, her 
months as a "temp" at USM 
were not wasted. 
After ail, it was at USM that 
Nancy Page Akers, undercover 
agent, ferreted out the very 
heart of the preservationist 
conspiracy, disseminated by 
left-wing university courses. 
One of those must have been 
History: how else could Nancy 
have learned the hair-raising 
connection between the Holo-
caust and local criticism of 
condo developers? Again, there 
are some who ~t question 
the sanity of someone trying to 
link the systematic slaughter of 
six million men, women and 
children with efforts to stop 
some tacky condo. But Nancy's 
logic ties it all up in a neat little 
bow: "the anti-development 
movement is evil because it (is) 
really based on hate for private 
property ownership rights." 
Realizing this, all patriotic 
Portland residents will now 
surely rally in favor of every 
new condo project in town, 
effectively nullifying the spread 
of the socialist-communist-
preservationist cabal. From 
every dark comer, foreign-look-
ing rabble-rousers will skulk 
back to their headquarters at 
Luther Bonney Hall, to scheme 
up new threats against the 
American way. Gone forever 
will be their slogan, "Workers 
of the world unite, you have 
nothing to lose but your con-
dos." Thanks to Nancy Page 
Akers, American citizen, the 
streets of Portland will be safe 
again for developers and their 
families. 
As Nancy would say ... here 
goes nothing. 
P.w. 
Boiling a day's worth of news 
into 14 or 15 minutes of tube 
time at 6 o'clock is an 
impossible task. The time must 
be used effectively. 
Ratings are the roadmap 
stations follow in deciding how 
to negotiate the tightrope 
between providing the news and 
entertaining the viewer. But 
ratings only reflect whether 
anyone's watching. Nothing 
measures what viewers glean from 
what they're watching. 
If local TV stations are going 
to ma~e the right decisions 
regarding what reaches the air 
or how it's presented, they need 
feedback. 
But there's really no vehicle 
in place for that. If viewers 
want more from local newscasts, 
it's their responsibility to make 
their desires known to the 
station. 
A TV station -- or a newspaper 
can't serve its audience if it 
operates in a vacuum. For either 
medium to be more than a one-way 
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... and a cast of 
thousands 
This page is a canvas 
on which diverse opinions 
take form. Our views are 
here. We encourage your 
letters and columns. 
Please be brief and 
to the point. Sign your 
letter clearly and 
include a phone number. 
Views 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
~. • • ... 
Channel 6, the market leader, produces more news shows than 
any other station in this market. It achieved dominance in the 
early 80s with a lean and hungry long-range plan for market 
position, strong personnel, advanced technology and local 
service_ (Feature t;'Cporter Bob Eliot picnU"ed.) 
Channel 8 is the market dark horse and "ungry for the good 
things that come of moving up into the hotly contested second 
place position. Its renewed conunitment to its news 
progranuning makes it the station with the most to gain. 
(Anchor NelIa Smith pictured.) 
Channel 13, the market leader from the early 60s to the early 80s, 
is struggling to maintain second position as Channel 8 steps up 
the pressure. Its strengths are good reporters, a high incidence 
of packages and a clear commitment to a philosophy of localism. 
(Reporter Tom Andrews pictured) 
When the fall television season finally lurches into America's living 
rooms next month, the three major networks will once again lock 
horns in their annual battle for the hearts and attention spans of 
viewers from California to Cumberland County. 
The real war, however, is being fought in our own backyard. 
It is not an annual battle, but a daily skirmish. Its spoils are not 
measured in terms of millions of viewers across the country, but in 
thousands or sometimes merely hundreds of viewers in s'outhern 
Maine and New Hampshire. The conflict doesn't sprawl across hours 
of slick prime time. It occurs during a predictable half-hour program 
every evening. 
It's the loca16 o'clock television news, and its job is to watch you. 
The one-way mirror travels in the same tent as the Tattooed Lady 
Your job is to watch it. Local television news is and the Fire-Eating Dwarf: it's all show biz. And 
a regional conflict, and you, the viewer, are the they know you tune in to their respective news 
spoils. shows because you like their anchorpeople. 
It's a war of attrition: ratings are the body Local TV news anchors - Jan Fox and Richard 
count. Four times each year the Arbitron and Rose at Channel 6, Bob Dyk and Neila Smith at 
Nielsen ratings services tally viewers within the Channel 8, and Bruce Berlinger and Kim Block 
range of the television stations in 'this market - at Channel 13 - are the chatty gladiators of the 
WC5H-TV Channel 6, WMTW-TV Channel 8, information war, and they fulfill essentially the 
WGME-TV Channel 13, WPXT -TV Channel 51 same function as the "anchor" businesses at the 
UHF, and WCBB-TV Public Television. The Maine Mall: Give 'em a good reason to keep 
subscribing broadcast stations in the market coming and hope that they' ll stick around for 
brood over the numbers like soothsayers over the other goods. 
tea leaves and apply their wisdom to the inter- Dozens of anchors have paraded before local 
pretation of who, and how many, might be viewers since Channel 6 hit the air in December 
watching. 1953, followed by Channel 13 in May 1954, and 
The most effective tactical weapon of the Big Channel 8 in August of that year. 
Three local network affiliates-Channel 6/NBC, When the networks moved up from 15-min-
Channel 8/ ABC and Channel 13/CBS - is the 6 ute half-hour news shows in 1963, the three 
o'clock news. This single half-hour of local local stations followed suit to keep in line with 
programming is the most expensive to produce, the network's flow of 30- and 60-minute pro-
the most lucrative for the local stations in terms gramming. It was in this period of rapidly 
of advertising revenue, and the most critical advanCing technology and speCialization that 
linchpin by which a station's fortunes rise and the news anchor became a station's signature 
fal!. personality. 
But while local television stations claim to By the mid-70s, Channel 13, then the local 
mirror the communities they serve with their market leader, recognized that half of its view-
news shows, it is essentiaUy a one-way mirror. ers were men and half were women. Channel 13 
Ratings, the station's telephone switchboard, asked Barbara Quill to be its first female co-
and the grapevine are the only means by which anchor in 1976, and Channels 6 and 8 eventually 
any of the general managers, program directors followed suit with the male-female, co-anchor 
or news directors can know if their shows mir- format. 
ror or distort what Walter Cronkite liked to Lew COlby, general manager of Channel 6, 
describe as "the way it is." which wrested a two-decade market lead from 
For purposes of observation and comparison, Channel 13 in the mid-'80s, says that the mail 
Casco Bay Weekly looked at the way it was on that crosses his desk only occasionally reflects 
the Big Three local 6 o'clock news shows from the stories and issues covered by his own news 
Monday, August 29, to Friday, September 3. In department. People write to Lew Colby to tell 
tandem with this informal survey, interviews him how much they like news anchors Richard 
were conducted with news directors, program Rose and Jan Fox, weatherman Joe Cupo and 
directors and general managers, with the focus sports anchor Bruce Glasier. 
on how their respective stations attemptto meet "There's no checklist to refer to if an anchor 
the needs ofthe nearly 310,000 television homes were to leave us," Colby says. "We'd call for 
in this market. (audition) tapes and then we'd ask, 'Do they 
look interesting? Are they the kind of people 
you'd want to tune back into? Do they seem to 
Anchors aweigh! be relating to the material they're reading? Do 
Even though news director Jeff Marks at they look like they know what they're talking 
Channel 6 runs the show, he knows that you abo~t, and do they seem to care? Can you look 
probably don't know who he is. Channel 8 news b~~md the eyes an.d see mor,~ than a face? 
director Peter Weyl knows that you probably Is there somethmg there? 
don' t care that WMTW is an ABC affiliate. Jim • 
Sanders, news director at Channel 13, doubts More on a blgger screen? 
that you remember that WGME are the call While anchors serve at the front line, news 
letters of his station. director PeterWeyl of Channel 8 dryly observes 
What they do know is that the television news from the command post, "There's a half-hour of 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Sep~t_.m_b.r~1.88 7 
Jeff Marks, news director at WCSH (Channel 6). 
news to be considered as weI!." 
Actually, discounting sports, weather and 
commercial time, there are only 140r15 minutes 
of news in the local 6 o'clock news broadcasts. 
This presents a space problem only slightly less 
daunting than threading a submarine through 
the eye of a cameL 
How, and how effectively, is this -brief "win-
dow" of news time used by the three stations? 
Channel 8 is slowly emerging from its long-
time pOSition as the market underdog with a 
renewed commitment to its news program-
ming. Over the course of the past seven years, 
the news staff has grown from 5 to 25, and the 
station recently invested $70,000 in computer-
izing its news operation. 
During our viewing period, Channel 8 car-
ried more individual stories than either Chan-
nels 6 or 13. Computer graphics at Channel 8 
were used more creatively and frequently than 
at the other stations. Ironically, although Chan-
nel8 did not have the best video footage, it was 
the only station to credit its photographers as 
the tape ran. 
Channel 13 carried more packages than its 
competitors. Because packages require more 
time to produce than voice-overs, the number 
of packages a station runs can be considered as 
a rough index of a station's commitment to 
depth within those stories. 
Unfortunately, Channel13's news packages 
and voice-overs often featured static video 
footage. On Friday, September 2, for example, 
Bruce Berlingerdid a 20-second voice-over while 
viewers watched an extremely murky still 
photograph of an alleged kidnapper sitting in 
the back of a police cruiser. 
Overtly emotional manipulation was also in 
evidence on Channel 13. Co-anchor Kim Block's 
muscularqystrophy packages, essentially teas-
ers for the Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon the 
following weekend, profiled an elderly man 
and a little boy who each suffer from degenera-
tive muscle diseases. While human suffering 
makes for great TV and Block's pieces were 
affecting, it was hard not to feel the medium's 
inherent tendency to manipulate, even though 
some might say that the end - raising money for 
medical research - could arguably justify the 
means. 
Channel 6, the market leader, has "the shell 
game" mastered. 
In television news, the shell game is a means 
of maintaining visual momentum and viewer 
attention. Even on a slow news day, Channel 6 
used its single anchor (Richard Rose was away) 
to strong effect. Rapid cut-a ways from anchor 
Jan Fox to videotape or to her scripted dialogue 
with a reporter sitting "live" in the upstairs 
newsroom made for interesting television. 
Channel 6 news director Jeff Marks describes 
these as "the subtle elements involved in a 
production that make it feel goQd." 
Because the amount of time television news 
can devote to a story is so limited, it is critical 
that stories be presented with a sense of order. 
The viewer cannot go back, as with a magazine 
or newspaper, and review the information 
organized in headlines, sub-heds, column heds, 
graphiCS and side-bars. 
Both Channels 6 and 13 linked related stories 
when posiible, but Channel 6 most effectively 
linked stories to create a context for under-
standing in the shallow waters of the "news 
window." On Monday, for example, a story 
about Maine Yankee segued into a piece about 
the Seabrook nuclear reactor, which in turn led 
to a brief update about New Hampshire's <lP-
proaching gubernatorial contest. . 
In small but evident ways throughout the 
week, Channel 6 seemed to understand that TV 
news is about storytelling, about weaving yarns 
together for viewers gathered around the elec-
tronic campfire. 
The tube fed generation 
Television news was not always the prize of 
competitive broadcasting it has come to be 
during the past decade. 
As late as 1957, news on TV remained, in the 
words of Martin Mayer, the unloved stepchild 
of broadcasting. That year, CBS·carried the first 
televised interview with Nikita Kruschchev. 
While onl'y 105 CBS affiliates carried the 
Kruschchev interview, 220 stations carried "The 
Ed Sullivan Show" the same day. 
It took a head line-grabbing network quiz show 
scandal the following year to finally convince 
outraged viewers that television was not play-
ing fair with the public trust. The scandal 
prompted the Eisenhower administration to 
push the Federal Communications Commis-
sion into drawing up public-affairs guidelines 
for the three networks and their affiliates. 
In 1963 the network news shows went to a 
half-hour - just in time for an entire nation to 
witness the shattering events of the Kennedy 
assassination and Lee Harvey Oswald's mur-
der by Jack Ruby, the rise of the Civil Rights 
movement, and the growing spectre of th e war 
in Vietnam. 
As television began to crazy-quilt the fabric of 
continued on next page 
CBW/Monle Paulsen 
VideoSpeak 
It doesn't take long speaking with television insiders to 
realize that these kids aren't speaking the same language as 
the rest of us. They have a techno-cute word for everything. 
Here's a translation glossary for those not versed in the 
lingo: 
BUMPERS: Short segments of videotape run to fill the lag 
time between the end of a program segment and the onset 
of a commercial. Entertainment show bumpers are usually 
accompanied by the program's "theme" music; news-show 
bumpers often display stock market or weather information. 
COVER: Video wallpaper that helps to lend detail and 
atmosphere during a package or a voice-over. Cover is what 
an ENG photographer will shoot when the interview and 
the establishing footage shots have been covered_ 
CUTAWAY: Cover used to smooth the transition between 
one talking head ana another. Well done cutaways impart a 
sense of visual and editorial momentum and direction to a 
story. . 
ENG: Electronic News Gathering, a term to show off the 
fact that everybody uses videotape instead of film these 
days. I wrote this with a pencil, so I guess I was LNG (Lead 
News Gathering). 
UVE: Real-time broadcasting from a microwave-equipped 
truck at the scene of a story, from the studio, sometimes 
even from the "newsroom" elsewhere in the same building 
as the studio. Often used to add pizzazz and zest appeal to a 
newscast, the term "live" mayor may not indicate intelli-
gent life at work. 
PACKAGE: A prerecorded presentation of one news story 
edited into a little movie - sequencing videotape sound-
bi tes and the reporter's (sometimes) carefully timed narra-
tive and stand-up. 
SOUND BfCES: The juicy bon mots of the information age. 
These brief editable edible video quotes, as TV reporters 
and savvy politicians know, are often the deciding factor in 
whether a package will include a reporter's synopsis or the 
interviewee's own words. 
STAND-UP: A reporter's opportunity to 1) convey basic 
factual information, 2) to involve him/herself authorita-
tively in the visual context of a story, and 3) create a visual 
or narrative link to help a package flow smoothly. When 
abused, stand-ups are known as "ego-ups" and can earn a 
reporter a citation from the Cliche Police. 
VOICE-OVER or V.O.: Scripts read on the air as videotape 
is played independently of the script. The "voice" is run 
"over" the pictures and because the two often do not match 
perfectly, it appears as if someone has being doing another 
typeofVO. 
'. 
8 C.sco Bay Weekly 
Peter Weyl. new director at WMlW (ChannelS). 
THE RATING$ GAME 
"Ratings are the only measure of success we have in this 
business," laments Bernie Aiello, program director at Channel 8. 
"Four times a year we get a measure of how good or bad we are, 
regardless of how good or bad we think we are." 
The Arbitron and Nielsen ratings services conduct quarterly 
surveys which tally the viewing habits of the nearly 310,700 tele-
vision households in this market. The numbers are costly-
$100,000 or so annually for both services - but essential to 
affiliates who use the figures to sell advertising time. 
Prime time is anything but prime for the local stations, which 
generate most of their advertising dollars in the 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
time slot. The most lucrative segment of this syndication-heavy 
block of time is the 6 o'clock news. 
And in the face of serious network viewer erosion across the 
board, the ratings reveal that local news shows have actually 
climbed in the numbers. 
NOW OPEN 
• 
continued from previous page 
the information age, FCC regulations tried to 
shape a federal broadcast doctrine that bal-
anced financial goals with responsible use of 
the tube's growing power to snape a viewer's 
understanding of "the way it is." FCC regula-
tions emphasized di-
versity of ideas in 
public affairs pro-
gramming, access to 
broadcasts for smaller 
markets, and an em-
phasis on the affiliates 
to balance network 
programming with 
attention to the par-
ticular needs of their 
broadcast area. 
Even though the FCC 
entered a deregulatory 
period about five years 
ago, its guidelines con-
tinue to mandate tech-
nical standards and li-
censing procedures, 
general obscenity 
guidelines, and a cer-
tain - but unspecified-
amount of local pro-
CBWtJoe Kievit! gramming. 
"But," as Towle Tompkins, program director 
for Channel 13, says, "95 percent of local sta-
tions are stilI adhering to the FCC's previously 
established minimum standards for commu-
nitY-Oriented programming. Why? Because you 
have to have localism in order to survive." 
The local twist 
Because each local station's news is followed 
by its network's national and international news 
the 6 o'clock news rarely covers national and 
international stories. Because each station must 
cover the same major "hard" news events of the 
day, the only real choices involve how, not 
whether, that coverage should take place. 
Hard news travels fast and appears across the 
local stations in similar form and order on a 
given evening's broadcast. The Waterboro gravel 
pit shooting merited a package at the head of 
each station's broadcast on Tuesday of our 
sample week; the Woolwich kidnapping led 
each broadcast two evenings later. 
But as you progress away from the "hard-
ness" of a story, significant differences begin to 
emerge among the three stations. 
Channel 8 was the only station to give cover-
age, on Tuesday and Friday, to the Snowel 
Hayes congressional race, and Channel 8 was 
also the only station to localize the German air 
show crash by reporting on the status of air 
shows in Maine. 
Tom Andrews, a reporter and weekend an-
chor for Channel 13, took an innovative and 
personal approach to a story on Portland's new 
handicap-accessible public buses. Andrews, like 
reporters from each of the other television sta-
tions, went with a cameraman to the Metro 
station on St. John Street on Thursday, Septem-
ber 2, to cover the story. 
Andrews and video cameraman Jim O'Rourke 
shot some tapeat the Metro garage like the other 
stations. The two then rode one of the buses 
downtown to Congress Street where Andrews 
sat in a wheelchair and interviewed a man in a 
wheelcha~r. Andre~s was photographed in the 
wheel~ha~; strugglmg to negotiate a "handicap 
accesslble curb and the entrance to the public 
library. 
When the ~~~s ran that evening, the story of 
the bus acqUlsltlOn had become a simple voice-
ov~r. Andrews' following package, however, 
built ~n .the ~recedin~ story and brought home 
the dlfficultles of life in a wheelchair with 
simple first-person effectiveness. 
Each station tends to cap its broadcasts with 
"good news" stories, al ways with a strong local 
focus. Channel ~3's ~ike Sacksteder reported 
on two consecutIve mghts on a record-breaking 
plane flight. .Channel 6 :an Bill Connors'report 
on th~ handlcap-acce?slble buses as its capper 
one mght: ChannelS, In an exception to the rule, 
offered viewers a grisly little "dead animals" 
~ini-s~ries - on Monday it was car accidents 
Involvmg moose; the next night it was raiSing 
rabbits as a cash crop. 
Often, the final slot is dedicated to a feature-
o~ented, "soft" news story, and the feature is 
glVen a catchy title - "Dave's Maine Road" for 
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OVER 40,000 BOOKS 
IN STOCK 
241 CONGRESS STREET 
SPECIALS 
FREE SLICE OF STUFFED BREAD WITH 
LUNCH OR DINNER 
LUNCH SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11AM TO SPM 
FISHERMAN'S PLATTER 
e Haddock • shrimp • clams 
served with french fries and cole slaw 
LOBSTER ROLL 
served with chips and pickle 
YOUR CHOICE 
$4.95 
DINNER SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11AM TO 10PM _ 
2 BOILED LOBSTERS 
served with lemon and drawn butter 
YOUR CHOICE 
ONE POUND SIRLOIN 
Served with potato or pasta and salad $9. 5 
All major credit cards accepted 
Basement" fer Bob Eliot's pieces on Channel 6. 
Of the 15 short features shown as cappers 
during our sample week, Bob Eliot's wry, ev-
ocative story on the closing of the Ballpark in 
Old Orchard was far and away the best piece of 
feature reporting. Eliot, a Portland native who 
left the network rat race a few years ago to re-
turn home, produced nearly three minutes of 
stunningly effecti ve and entertaining television. 
The main source? 
"But you don't really know if you're reaching 
them," says Channel 13 news director Jim Sand-
ers. "You're showing what you think is the best 
picture of the night and they've got their head in 
the refrigerator pulling out a beer. How can you 
be sure what they're seeing." 
Everyone agrees that the answer is simple: 
'! ou can't. If the primary ~o,:,l of television is to 
mform, nobOdy knows If It works. There is 
growing evidence that t doesn't. 
Every weekday, over 1 00 million people watch 
the local and national television evening news 
shows. Polls blandly tell us that over 70 percent 
of the population receives most of its informa-
tion about the world from television. 
Among TV bashers this is known as the Myth 
of the Main Source. 
Over the last 10 years, a growing body of 
research has revealed that the public learns 
virtually nothing from television news. Studies 
have even found that news viewers could only 
recall one or two, if any, of the fifteen to twenty 
stories they viewed. 
Is there a mechanism at any of the local televi-
sion stations by which they can gauge if, and 
how well, viewers understand "the way it is"? 
"There is no measurement to date in this 
market of how well people are going to compre-
hend (the news)," acknowledges news director 
Jeff Marks of Channel 6. 
"Nothing like that is ever done," agrees Chan-
nel 6 general manager Lew Colby. 
The way it is 
As Marshall McLuhan astutely observed in 
the most memorable sound-bite of the Informa-
tion Age: the medium is the message. 
The question is, what is happening to the 
medium? 
Remote control channel switchers and cable 
TV have radically altered the very notion of 
"attention span." Sitting through a program 
that proves boring for even a moment is a thing 
of the past when the 
viewer is fondling a 
remote control device; 
commercials, reflect-
ing the need for more 
impact in less time, are 
therefore becoming 
shorter and more stri-
dent. Network televi-
sion is increasingly un-
willing or unable to 
afford to aim its cross-
hairs higher than the 
heart, gut or groin. 
"Medium" has come 
to mean neither rare 
nor well-done. 
September 22, 1988 
Intelligent and dy-
namic local program-
ming has answered the 
Decline of Western 
Television to a limited 
extent (see "Cable able 
access" at right), but Jim Sanders, news director at WGME (Channel 13). CBWIJoe Kievitt 
local affiliates producing news programs are 
under more pressure than ever to\ entertain 
~hile ther i~form .. In a television landscape CABLE ABLE ACCESS 
littered wlth mfotamment shows - lentertain-
ment in the guise of news -local affili.ates have 
to decide which side they are on. At the same 
time, they are in a ratings war urging them to 
decide on the basis of the quantity of viewers, 
not the quality of their show. 
As Channels 6, 8 and 13 vie for news viewers 
and the advertising dollars that follow them, 
one thing is certain: the pursuit of popularity 
could become even more confused than "the 
way it (already) is." 
The cable TV revolution has spawned a Pandora's Box of 
access to stations you never thought you'd want to watch. But 
you might want to stay tuned to the growing efforts of area 
communities tq make use of the public access channels in this 
market. 
While the early rhetoric of public access television has not pre-
vented the bland from continuing to lead the bland across the 
desert of most network and cable programming, public access is 
alive and, if not yet kicking, beginning to find its stride. Since 
Portland Public Cable reached its first subscriber in 1974, viewer 
access cable channels have been written into the cable franchises 
of most area communities as part of their contract with the local 
Michael Hughes, who researched this story by spend- cable franchise. . . . .. 
ing several days locked in a dark room watching local TV The Commuruty Access Center offers free .tralrung ~slons m 
news, has filed surt against Casco Bay Weekly for subject- . produclion techmques, the use of portable Video eqUIpment, 
mg him to such cruel and unusual punishment. and studiO lime. To fmd out more about producing your own 
television show, call the center at 874-6542. 
We're Making Waves L 
in Woodfords 
~. We Would. Like To Introduce 


























343 Forest Ave. , Portland ME 
Settler'S Green, No. Conway NH 
"For Kids" Maine Mall, So. Portland ME 
by Sherry Miller 
NEW AT THE PMA: 
Itnpressionistn's dark side 
The Portland Museum of Art paper. Here he departed from 
has two new shows, a new di- his contemporary Impression-
rector and a new look to its ists both in color and subject 
galleries. Odilon Redon: Im- matter. These drawings show 
pressionist, Symbolist, Vision- the subjects of Redon's mind. 
ary will be on view until Octo- "Orpheus" shows just a large 
ber 6. Andre Kerterz: Diary of negroid head instead of a nar-
Light,1911-1985,isinstalledon rative type drawing that usu-
the first floor until October 30. ally illustrates the story of 
Barbara Shissler Nosanow, Orpheus going to the under-
formerly of the National Mu- world with his lute to fetch his 
seum of American Art, officially love, Eurydice. "Cactus Man" 
began her duties as Director on is a head coming out of a box 
August 1. By June 30 she had with thin cactus-like spikes 
already arranged foethe Redon protruding from the head. 
Collection of the Ian Woodner "Berenice's Teeth" shows the 
Family to be installed in the uppers and lowers of this char-
Portland Museum. The mu- acter from the classical French 
seum staff responded with en- theater. 
worked from 1912-1985. 
These photographs are inter-
esting for their subject matter 
recording Kertesz' migrations 
from his native Hungary, to 
France, to the United States and 
for the huge variety of images 
and techniques which seem to 
anticipate many of the later 
works of famous photogra-
phers. 
thusiasm and flexibility to the Redon created oil paintings 
unexpected opportunity to of- and pastel drawings in haunt-
fer a first rate exhibition ofinter- ingcolors. Neither the color nor 
national stature here in Port- the subject matter is familiar -
land. Nosanow, barely warm but if we can relax with the 
in her seat, has already demon- ' strangeness of the works, they 
strated her competence. find their way into our minds 
The dack side 
Odilon Redon was one of my 
favorite painters when I was a 
young art student. But other 
than two paintings in the Mu-
seum of Modern Art, his pic-
tures were only to be found in 
books. But this exhibition may 
take some getting used to if you 
are meeting Redon for the first 
time. 
A French painter who worked 
in the second half of the nine-
teenth century, Odilon did not 
work in the style of Monet, 
Degas, Renoir and other im-
pressionists of that period. In-
stead, he worked from his own 
imagination and brought to the 
and imaginations. 
surface of the canvas or paper colored pastel of the head of 
images and colors that corre- "Ophelia," just there on its side 
sponded to his own inner vi- surrounded by flowers, as 
sions. though the head were the sub-
In the midst of all the light ject of a still life. "Jacob Wres-
and color of the other impres- tling With the Angel" is a more 
sionists, Redon dealt with the familiar subject but the intense 
dark side of life and imagina- dreamlike colors are so unfa-
tion. This relates to the dark miliar that we can look at this 
side of life we portray today, painting for a long time before 
often violently, in television and getting used to that Jacob and 
films. Because of this, says that angel. 
Martha Severens, curator at the And the final group are ex-
Portland Museum, Redon of- quisite paintings of vases of 
fers people a different and flowers. As Severens pointed 
broader view of the art of the out in her gallery talk last week, 
ImpressiOnist period. Monet,Renoir,Redonandother 
The Woodner Collection artists painted flowers at the 
covers several periods of end of their lives. Maybe the 
Redon's life. flowers are just a vehicle for the 
His early landscape o'fts are use of the pure color that had 
easy to understand in the tradi- become relevant to the artist 
tion of landscape painting - after he had explored so many 
even contemporary Maine possibilities of images. 
landscape painting. 
Then came his "Noirs," black 
drawings mostly charcoal on 
The light side 
"Diary of light" fills the first 
floor galleries with 130 photo-
graphs of Andre Kertesz, a 
Hungarian photographer who 
The Kertesz show was as-
sembled by the Institute of 
Contemporary Photography in 
New York, was booked by the 
Portland Museum, and like the 
Redan show, brings to north-
ern New England a rare oppor-
tunity to see a wide range of 
one artist's work. 
The flip sides 
Hanging in the main hall are 
works by contemporary Maine 
artists, among them Alison 
Hildreth and Gary Buch (they 
didn't have to be dead to be 
hung) and a beautiful sculp-
ture of a mother and child by 
William Zorach. These kinds of 
displays are the work of Martha 
Severens who diligently went 
through all the museum acqui-
sitions and since last spring has 
been hanging works from the 
museum collection that had 
long been collecting dust in the 
store rooms. 
Some other treasures you 
might find are a small Rodin 
sculpture on loan from Scott M. 
Black plus some other pieces 
from Black including a beauti-
ful modem painting by Femand 
Leger on the first floor near the 
elevator, and a newly hung 
Marsden Hartley, all purple 
and red called Mountain #14 
from 1920 hung in a far corner 
of the third floor. 
The museum has a full sched-
ule for this year including the 
October opening of Winslow 
Homer Paintings of the Civil 
War, a show which should 
interest historians, military 
people, and art lovers who can 
see how Homer' s on site 
sketches led to some major earl y 
paintings. 
If you haven't been to the 
museum for a while, or even if 
you have, there's a lot there to 
see for the first time. And just 
like Casco Bay Weekly, the 
Portland Museum of Art is free 
on Thursdays! 
Sherry Millerwrites and paints about 
a block away from the Portland Mu-
seum of Art. 
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Italian Tapestry 
In deep, rich, antique colors adds texture and pattern 
to our String ~ag. T~e String Bag (1l"x7 x3") is 
Just big enough for the essentials. 
It's made of all tapestry 
with leather trim, 
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a long leather 
, strap and brass 
findings. 
David Rosen's 
FULL BELLY DELI 
930 Brighton Ave. Plaza 
772-1227 
CELEBRATES THE CREATION 
OF THE 
'CLASSIC CORNED BEEF" 
We select only the choicest briskets of corned beef to be 
slowly simmered to consummate perfection. Enjoy a corned 
beef sandwich on your choice of delicious light or dark rye 
on our own freshly-baked bulkie roll (and a pickle spear) for 
only $3.15. We will also slice your order by the pound. 
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
Sunday "Deli Day" 8 A.M. to 1 P.M. 
"BY GEORGE-WE'RE GOOD" 
New Shiploads of Merchandise Just In! 
Ike & Cadet Jackets, Bags, Packs, Rucksacks 
& Emergency Drinking Water? 
OPEN DAILY 772-31 





Dos Locos offers a 
varied Mexican menu, complete with appetizers, 
full meals and a full bar, all at reasonable prices. 
TAKE-OUT available. LUNCH MaN-SAT 
DINNER EVERY NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK 
92 Exchange St., Portland 775-6267 (77 LOCOS) 
VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMARICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED 
September 22, 
by Travis Charbeneau 
I WANT MY HDTV! 
TV could look better 
Backin 1981 I stumbled across 
an article in which director 
Francis Ford Coppola raved 
about something called high-
definition television (HDTV). 
Developed by Japan's NHK 
broadcasting network, HDTV 
boasted a wide screen format, a 
rectangular aspect ratio similar 
to Panavision, and most sig-
nificantly, 1,125 horizontal line 
definition. This meant picture 
quality that could compete with 
or outperform 35 mm film. 
Today's televisions use the 
very outdated 1953 National 
Television Standards Commit-
tee (NTSC) standard of 525 
lines, only half of which are 
broadcast at once in what is 
known as "interlace scanning," 
resulting in the pretty awful 
picture we all know and hate. 
Set up a slide projector in the 
den sometime and notice the 
difference between the 35 mm 
slide picture and that oozing 
forth from the TV. The slide is 
razor sharp, just like going to 
the movies. The TV picture is, 
by comparison, a fuzzy blur. 
Coppola predicted that ad-
vanced versions of HDTV 
would someday replace film. 
People would be lining up 
outside the theaters to see video 
tape features. And, one day, 
HDTV would become the stan-
dard for broadcast as well. 
A trickle of theatrical features 
shot in HDTV are indeed be-
ginning to appear (including 
the ill-received "Julia, Julia" 
starring Kathleen Turner and 
Sting) and more are on their 
way, but based on recent events, 
broadcast HDTV may still be a 
ways off. Part of the problem, 
of course, is switching a mam-
moth international industry to 
a new standard. HDTV means 
radical new equipment for 
everybody, networks,affiliates, 
independents, and most impor-
tantly, the average viewer. 
With NTSC format televisions 
in 99 percent of American 
homes and ever-increasing 
numbers of stations and super 
stations proliferating like rab-
bits, it's going to be a neat 
change to pull off. 
Just deciding how to proceed 
has proven difficult. In May of 
1986 an international confer-
ence was held in Dubrovnik, 
Yugoslavia to try and work out 
a transitional agreement on 
some form ofHDTV. Delegates 
from Europe, Japan, and Amer-
ica, composing the Interna-
tional Radio Consultative 
Committee (COR), finally ad-
journed without reaching an 
agreement, and two years later, 
there is still no agreed-upon 
standard. 
The US and Japan favored 
the Japanese version of HDTV 
described above. The Europe- intothesamenarrowfrequency 
ans,especially the French (natu- slots used by today's TV chan-
rally), were opposed. nels. Broadcasting a raw HDTV 
Japanese HDTV is basically a signal would require six times 
hyped version of the basic the space or ''bandwidth'' now 
broadcasting system now used required for a normal TV chan-
in the States. In that scheme, nel. There'sonlysomuch band-
American broadcasts send out width to go around and lew 
half a picture every 60th of a stations are going to be eager to 
second. This same interlace go off the air so a competitor 
scanning rate for European can broadcast an HDTV pro-
broadcastsisa50thofasecond. gram. Various schemes to 
Compatibility is a big problem. squeeze the video information 
There's also a very real reluc- onto a narrower path are thus 
tance on the part of the Europe- also in the works. 
ans to adopt an HDTV system As are systems which will 
on which tne Japanese, as its make the hardware transition a 
developers, enjoy a seven-year little easier. For example, even 
head start. those of us with non-MTS 
For some observers this lack (multi-channel television 
of accord at Dubrovnik signaled sound), non-stereo TV s can still 
a real setback for HDTV. Oth- watch Miami Vice (provided 
ers were more sanguine, and, we can suffer through the 
considering the massive task of scripts). Similarly, Florida TV 
converting the world to HDTV, engineer William Glenn and 
I agreed with them. Video others have developed schemes 
Review quoted American TV that would let non-HDTV 
consultant Mark Schrubin: "1 shows on their old sets. A stan-
think it's terrific. Now, instead dardNTSOversionofanSDTV 
of all this effort for the 1,125 show is sent out in the normal 
system which has no applica- fashion over a normal VHF 
tion in the home, people will channel. The extra video infor-
start working on systems with mation needed to make it an 
immediate application." HDTV broadcast is sent out 
Such as? Well, research in over a UHF channel. A special 
human visual perception has HDTVreceiver, if you have one, 
shown that with an interlace blends the two togetherfor true 
scanning system, where only HDTV. 
half a picture is presented ev- Approaches like this could 
ery 60th of a second, we only makefortrueHDTVbroadcasts 
catch about 60 percent of the within ten years. In the interim, 
detail. If you could present 700 we'll be seeing HDTV in more 
lines of resolution all at once, limited applications: HDTV 
the picture would look better tape or CD; HDTV used more 
than 1,125 lines shown inter- in filmmaking. We'll also be 
laced. It may be easier to up seeing enhanced NTSC 
resolution by dumping inter- schemes: digitally-interpolat-
lace scanning altogether and ing,non-interlacereceiversand 
going for "progressively perhaps broadcasts of HDTV-
scanned" broadcasts. RCA has shot productions, sent out nor-
developed a system with 750 mally, but encoded so that those 
lines. This would still involve a with the latest sets can decode 
massi ve transforma tion in an enhanced picture. Thanks to 
hardware, but such a change the rectangular aspect ratio, 
seems more justified going to a these lucky folks will also be 
really new and better system able to watch Woody Allen's 
rather than one which has been films without the black stripes 
tinkered out of a literally half- top and bottom. He and others 
baked scheme first established insist on full Panavision pic-
in 1953. ture content, which only HDTV 
Another problem with the screens can deliver. 
Japanese 1,125 line system is Meanwhile, the closest we 
that, while it's good, it's still video peasants can get right 
not quite up to 35mm film. now to HDTV is via the "moni-
Again, before we change the tor/receiver" sets now avail-
TV world, we should make sure able from most manufacturers. 
the effortis worth it. Along with These currently more expen-
dumping interlace scanning, sive sets manage to coax around 
we might go for definition on 450 lines out of the standard 
the order of 2,000 lines. George NTSO signal. Especially when 
Lucas has already used a 3,000- showing a live signal, these are 
line system for computerized a remarkable improvement. 
special effects; good enough to Sort of "MDTV," medium-defi-
film off the tube. If you've ever nition television. 
taken a 35mm slide of a TV 
broadcast, you can appreciate 
his accomplishment. 
A problem with whatever 
HDTV standard that does 
emerge concerns cramming all 
that extra video information 
Travis Charbeneau is a freelance 
writer who really gets into this futuristic 
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Sept. 30 ... 
railroad, and the fire of 1866. 
"Portland's Lost Youth" is at 
the Maine Historical Society, 
485 Congress Street, through 
the end of October. The 
Historical Society is open 
until 7 pm tonight, Tuesday-
Friday, 9 am-5 pm. The 
Victoria Society has put 
together an oral history, 
"Often in Thought: Portland 
Remembered, 1900-1920," 
rf'tiit.,Y'~~.W n-i."..,'" together the 
Portland past. Two current 
exhibits give us a glimpse of 
what Portland was like in the 
mid-19th century and in the 
early 20th century. The first, 
"Portland's Lost Youth," is a 
selection of pencil sketches of 
antiquarian Charles Q. 
Goodhue (1835-1910). The 
sketches show a city un-
touched by industry, the 
. THEMOV S'" 
SEPT.2L-25 
WEn·SAT 7. 9 
SA1~SUN MAT 1 
SEPT. 28-0CT. I 
~~~r,fll' WED·SAT 7~ 9: 15 
SAT MAT I •• \:15 ~ 
~(.)edding 
.. "IN,.. .. 
GALILEE 
10 Exch... 51. Portland 772· 
of 35 Mainers 
__ • .:...a who have been around 
enough to remember. 
<::"£lUJll combines the inter-
views with memorabilia and 
images of Vortland from the 
period. The$xhibit is at 
Victoria Mansion, 109 Dan-
forth Street, and is open 
Tuesday-Saturday 10 am-1 
pm and Sunday 1-4 pm. 
Portland present. Police 
Chief Michael Chitwood and 
Portland area legislators will 
be the guest speakers at the 
Portland Democratic City 
Committee meeting at 7 pm. 
The topiC of tonight's meeting 
will be "What can the Legisla-
ture do to help the Portland 






38 Exchange St. 
Portland, ME 
04101 
attend and they are even 
serving coffee and desert 
afterward! The meeting is 
being held at Franklin Towers 
on Franklin Street at Cumber-
land Ave. 
We never know what we 
will fancy for music on a 
Friday night. Sometimes we 
want to get down and dance 
up a sweat. At other times we 
need something quieter. 
Tonight there is a variety of 
m~sic around town, every-
thmg from the blues to music 
from the Renaissance. 
If you like the blues, Duke 
Robillard is up from Provi-
dence to give you an earful. 
Robillard has played with 
Roomful of Blues and the 
Pleasure Kings and he does 
all sorts of funky things with 
those guitar strings. The Duke 
is at The Tree, 45 Danforth 
Street, in Portland. J.J. Cale, 
Eric Clapton's favorite guitar-
ist/songwriter, plays at 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue. 
Cale's songs have been 
performed by many and his 
own performances are said to 
be great. It's a big show and 
it's here. 
But if you're in the mood to 
get down, head downtown 
and boogie. The Upsetters are 
playing their r&b sounds at 
Moose Alley on Market 
Street. 
And if you like it soft and 
sweet, the Bowdoin College 
concert season kicks off 
tonight with 16th century 
Spanish music played on a 
vlhuela, an early guitar which 
was }Jopular during the 
Renaissance in Spain. (We 
looked everywhere for a 
picture of one.) Alexander 
Smith will play the vihuela 
and perform works by Milan, 
Narvaez, Mudarra, and 
Fuenlla.na at the Chapel at 
BowdOin College. Showtime 
is 7;30 pm. Free. 
New-wave folk. One of the 
best songwriters of the dec-
ade, Christine Lavin, is in 
town and she is the epitome 
of the movement. "Good 
Thing He Can't Read My 
Mind" is the title of 
Christine's latest album, with 
songs which are humorous 
and reveal truths of modem 
life. Christine will be per-
forming along with the Rude 
Girls, a trio with a feminist 
sensibility and a philosophy 
of rudeness (stop thinking 
you have to be nice). The 
members of the trio, Lynn 
Hardy, Selma Kaplin and 
Debby Saperstone, have 
performed and recorded solo 
on the folk scene for years 
and harmonize together 
Friday 9/23 
Light beer and 
any flavor schnapps $1.50 







29 exchange st. 
tonight at the Portland Per-
forming Art Center. 
Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are 
$11 and are available at the 
PPAC box office. 
The Portland Symphony 
Orchestra opens its 64th 
season tonight. This season 
the PSO is bringing several 
soloists to perform with the 
orchestra, including violinist 
Young Uck Kim and pianist 
free classes in Sufi meditation 
are being offered by the 
Portland Sufi Order every 
other Sunday evening in the 
Upper Auditorium at Mercy 
Hospital. Each session will 
include music, a breathing 
practice, guided meditation 
and readings. Tonight's 
session, from 6;30-8 pm, 
focuses on practices with light 
and the reading is "What is 
Sufism?" The classes are 
designed for beginners. The 
only requirement is that you 
wear comfortable clothes. For 
more information, call 657-
2605. 
It's Monday again and you 
know we often suggest that 
you stay in and catch some-
~~~~~ thing on the tube. Well, 
tonight is no exception. Of 
course, it's football season 
and football fans won't need 
to make an entertainment 
decision on Mondays for the 
next few months. 
Yefim Bronfman. Their Pop For the rest of us, we do 
series includes a performance what we can. Sometimes we 
of Gilbert and Sullivan selec-. even seek food for thought 
hons by members of the Public television (MPBN) . 
D'Oyly ~rte O~r~ Com- gives us a taste of ethics 
p~~. Tomght pIanISt E:-a tonight with "Ethics in Amer-
Vrrsik ",:akes her Amencan ' ica: The Politics of Privacy" at 
debut. ~Ith.a performance of 9 pm. The show is a panel 
Chopm s Plano Concerto No. discussion of journalists and 
1. A!s~ on ~h~,program are public figures who will 
Conglian?, s Prom~ade discuss the right of privacy 
Overture, and Tchaikovsky's for people in the public eye 
Symphony No.6 ("Pathet- . 
ique"). The show is at Port-
land City Hall Auditorium, 8 
pm. Tickets are $8-$21. 
Did you have a hard day at 
work? Laugh it off. The 
Boston Comedy Connection is 
coming to the Campus Center 
Are you looking for a way on the USM Portland. campus. 
to get away from it all with- The show is 4;30-6:30 pm and 
out leaving town? A series of it's .free. A good belly laugh 
___ beats aerobic class any day. 
Qui-Mt 
pronounced 'Way Mare' • 
VIetnamese Restaurant 
Open 7 days-
MON-fl}U 1 :30-9:30 
AT 12-9:3.0 UN ~~~O 
2Vietn~fe :aOki~g£' 
at its very best 
929 Congress St., Portland 
772·3171 
VISA and Mastercard accepted 
Guitar rutd Druut 
Workshop 







or cali for a free brochure 
773-344/i 
633 Forest Ave, Portland 
Historic American houses is 
the subject of the third class of 
the five-part series "Muse-
ums: Collections, Architec-
ture, and Historic Houses" 
being offered by the Portland 
Museum of Art. Architectural 
historian Kenneth Severens 
will discuss American houses 
with regard to their Italian 
and English counterparts 
today at 10:15 am. There are 
plenty of examples right here 
in town. The classes are $7 
each for museum members 
and $8 for non-members. To 
register, call the museum at 
775-6148. 
Comedians took many shots 
at the media reaction to the 
Wayne Gretzky trade; tho~e 
California types think hockey 
is totally brutal. Hockey fans 
here in the great Northeast 
know better; if anyone is 
going to get fat lips, better 
those boys in skates than us. 
Tonight the Bruins are play-
ing in Portland against the 
Philadelphia Flyers in an 
exhibition game at the Civic 
Center. Someone has to break 
in the ice for the Mariners 
opener October 8. The game 
begins at 7;35 pm. Tickets are 
$10/$12 and are available at 
the box office and all Ticket-
ron outlets. 
An authentic (that means 
these guys aren't really from 
Detroit) Trinidadian steel 
band, the Metro Steel Orches-
tra, performs tonight at 
Luther Bonney Auditorium at 
USM Portland. The musicians 
play eveything from calypso 
and old standards to pop 
songs on steel pans fashioned 
from 55-gallon oil drums. 
Showtime is 8 pm and tickets 
are $3 for student and seniors, 
$5 general admission. 
OUR T-SHIRTS 
ARE INI 
$5.50 short sleeve 
$7.50 long sleeve 
-........... 
\ ~\) 
I ;.\ A~r 
-t Hi) ~ 
RECORDS, C~'S, TAPES 
AND OTHER "BAD HABITS" 
AT PRICES YOU SHOULD 
HAVE BEEN PAYING 
• • • 
10 EXCHANGE ST .• 773·1310 
HOURS: MON·SAT 1 ()"9, SUN 12·6 
Tonight the Union of Maine 
Visual Artists is offering an 
alternative to the movie 
theater blues and is present-
ing three films by Abbott 
Meader; "Stretching Out," 
"Spem in Alium" and "Deep 
Trout." Meader will be pres-
ent for discussion and pop-
corn will be served. And it 
won't cost you $5.50 either-
it's free. The art flicks are 
being shown at 7;30 pm at the 
Maine Writers Center, 19D 
Mason Street in Brunswick. 
Gay humor is no longer 
what Grandma found amus-
ing in days gone by. Roma-
novsky & Phillips are a gay 
cabaret duo who sing, tell 
stories and have raised lots of 
money for AIDS education 
and research. They will 
perform a benefit at the 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center at 8 pm. Their music is 
folky, humorous and political 
(one of their songs, "Sodomy 
Song," defends the right to 
privacy in the bedroom - an 
issue which should be a 
concern to anyone, regardless 
of his or her sexual orienta- It is the best time of year for 
tion), but Romanovsky & bicycle touring and Greater 
Phillips take the subject of Portland Landmarks is offer-
AIDS seriously. The AIDS ing a guided bike tour of 
Project of Portland, who will Cape Elizabeth today. Don't 
reap the benefits, has gone all worry, you needn't be in 
out to welcome the duo. It training for the Tour de 
promises to be quite a show. France to enjoy the ride. It 
Why should you go? Because will be a leisurely ride, which 
you are intelligent, have a will accommodate the begin-
sense of humor and you care. ning cyclist. Pedalling along 
The $17.50 for the ticket is the Cape's scenic roads, the 
going to a good cause. Tickets tour will take you to historic 
are available at the PP AC Box sites, homes by local builder 
Off Th AIDS P . William Murray, and a selec-
Ice, e ro)ect, tion of other 18th- and 19th-
Amadeus Music, Under-
ground, Entre Nous and century houses. The three-
Magic Garden. hour ride begins at 10 am 
The Hollywood drought is from Fort Williams Park. The 
cost is $8 for members of 
over. New movies are finally La d 
in local movie theaters. But n marks, $10 for non-
ill I fr members and the price in-we are sf ree ing om cludes a box lunch a Kettle 
hunger and we're peeved. Cove. For reservations, call 
---- 774-5561. 
SUNDAY NIGHT IS 
C0®I1J1IEffiIE 
!\illffimIT 
(17 YEARS +) 
House & Industrial Music 
8 to 1 
(ALLAGES) 
New Wave Music 
8 to 1 
+listings must be received at 187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102 one week prior to publication. 775+6601. 
HI69 Another Brat Pack 
extravaganza ... This time the kids are 
playing characters from their parents' 
generation. Starring Robert Downey, 
Jr., Kiefer Sutherland, Bruce Dern and 
Joanna Cassidy. At the Maine Mall 




Betrayed Costa Gavras ('Missing") di· 
rected this movie about white 
supremacists in middle America. Fan-
tastic performances by Debra Winger 
and Tom 8erenger. Their performances 
are credible and complex. Although the 
plot seems exaggerated at times, there 
are several scenes where the racism 
and violence is powerful and all too 
believable (R). At the Nickelodeon : 
1 :10,7:10,9:30 and at Cinema City : 7, 
9 . 
Big A 12-year old wishes he were big 
and his dream comes true. Tom Hanks 
plays a boy set loose in a man's body, 
who takes the corporate toy world by 
storm. Tom Hanks acts the part per-
fectly. Also starring Elizabeth Perkins 
and Robert Loggia. If you haven't been 
out to see this one yet for whatever eli-
tist reason, check it out, it's bound to 
be leaving town soon .• recommends .. 
At the Nickelodeon: 1 :30, 7:45, 9:50. 
Cocktail Tom Cruise stars in this 
movie with a plot reminiscent of 'The 
Color of Money." An older, experienced 
bartender shows Cruise the tricks of 
the trade and Cruise makes his way to 
the top pouring drinks. Yet the in-
evitable happens and Cruise falls in 
love and once again he disappoints his 
mentor (R). Althe Maine Mall Cinemas : 
I , 3, 5, 7:15, 9:20. 
Coming to America Eddie Murphy 
plays a rich prince from a mythical 
kingdom who comes to Queens in 
search of a bridie. Also starring Arsenio 
Hall (R). Cinema City : 7, 9 with weekend 
mats at 1, 3. 
Dead Ringe .. David Cronenberg is at 
it again. You've squirmed at all his 
films: "The Brood: 'Scanners' and the 
remake of "The fly.· 'Dead Ringers' is a 
psychological thriller; we don't expect 
to see body parts flying. Jeremy Irons 
plays identical twins, who are both in 
love with the same woman (Genevieve 
Bujold) .• recommends, because she's 
sick enough to enjoy it. At the Maine 
Mall Cinemas: 1 ;30, 4, 7, 9:20. 
Die Hard Bruce Willis plays an off-duty 
cop who finds himself in a building that 
has been captured by terrorists. Set in 
l.A., the particular building which is 
taken over is owned by a Japanese 
corporation and the terrorists are Ger-
man. It seems we still haven't recov-
ered from WWII paranoia (R). At the 
Maine Mall Cinemas : 1:15, 4, 7:10, 
9:45. 
Eight Men Out John Sayles' 
historical account of 1919 World Series 
scandal. John Sayles has not made a 
bad movie yet. Whatever the subject 
matter (and Sayles never returns to the 
same subject twice) Sayles always 
produces great flicks . In "Eight Men 
Out' Sayles recreates the elements of 
greed, manipulation and frustration 
over low salaries which led up to the 
conspiracy. Starring John Cusack, 
D.B. Sweeney and Charlie Sheen. 
.recommends ... At the Nickelodeon: 
1 :20, 7, 9:20. 
A Fish Called Wanda This is a 
funny movie and if you can't laugh at it 
there is someth ing wrong with you. 
Even this frazzled staff got a kick out 
of it. (One friend of CBW took our rec-
ommendation, saw the movie, didn't 
like it and is still struggling to figure 
what may have gone wrong in her psy-
cho-sexual development.) Fantastic 
performances by Jamie Lee Curtis and 
John Cleese. And Kevin Kline plays a 
man so stupid and sick, that he comes 
off as brilliant. The plot : four jewel 
thieves steal some diamonds but no-
body in the team has any intention of 
sharing the spoils with the others . 
• recommends ... (R). At the Maine Mall 
Cinemas: 12:45, 3,5:10, 7:25, 9:40. 
How the West Was Won The first 
film of the John Ford Film Series at the 
Portland Museum of Art. John Ford only 
directed the Civil War segment of this 
film which follows the life of a pioneer 
woman from youth to old age (1839-
1889). An all-star cast stars in the all-
time great western : John Wayne, 
James Stewart, Henry Fonda, Gregory 
Peck et al. At the PMA, Sep 22 at 7 pm. 
Kansas Matt Dillon plays a drifter in 
love. The movie is billed as a romantic 
suspense drama. (That tells you how 
much . we know about it.) At the 
Nickelodeon: 1 :40, 7:30, 9:40. 
Married to the Mob Michelle Pfeif-
fer, Matthew Modine and Stockwell star 
in Jonathan Demme's ("Swimming to 
Cambodia' ' Something Wild') latest 
film . • recommends ... What can we say 
which hasn't been said already? (R). At 
the Nickelodeon: I, 3:30, 7:30, 9:30. 
Midnight Run Robert DeNiro plays a 
bounty hunter assigned to relUrn an 
embezzler, played by Charles Grodin, 
to L.A. where he jumped bail. DeNiro's 
performance is said to be one of his 
best in years - not a mere cameo ap-
pearance (R). At the Nickelodeon: I, 
7:20,9:45. 
The Moderns The director of 'Choose 
Me' Alan Rudolf created this tale of 
cafe society in Paris during the 20s. It 
is the story of an artist, played by Keith 
Carradine, who struggles with art and 
selling out. A great soundtrack and arty 
sets make up for the predictable story. 
.recommends ... (R). At Evening Star: 
Thu, Fri, Sun, Tue at 6:45; Sat, Man, 
Wed at 9:05. 
Moon Over Parador Richard Drey-
fuss, Raul Julia and Sonia Braga star in 
this comedy about a man (Dreyfuss) 
impersonating the leader of some fic-
tional equatorial country. At the Maine 
Mall Cinemas: I, 3:10, 5:15, 7:25, 9:35. 
My Life as a Dog One of the better 
movies on the new wave of cute-lit~e­
boy movies coming from Europe. At 
The Movies: Sep 21-23 at 7, 9; Sep 24 
at I, 7, 9; Sep 25 at 1. 
Nightmare on Elm Street IV 
Freddy'S a bad dream that won't go 
away and those teenagers on Elm 
Street haven't figured it out yet (R). At 
Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15 with weekend 
mats at 1 :15,3:15. 
Nel Nome del Papa·Re (In the Name 
of the Pope-King) directed by Luigi 
Magni. Sep 25, 7 pm in Kresge 
Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. 
Travelling North This is a Maine 
premiere and a love story lor adults -
more relief from summer fare. The story 
is about an aging engineer, his 
relationship with an overbearing woman 
and their eventual marriage. The movie 
comes from Australia and is directed by 
Carl Schulz. At The Movies: Sep 24 at 
3; Sep 24 at3, 7, 9; Sep 26-27 at 7, 9. 
Triumph of the Wili Len i 
Riefenstahl's 1935 film which created a 
powerful image of Germany and the rise 
of the Third Reich. ' ... the footage used 
is some of the most stunning political 
persuasion and power-seeking 
potentate ever had access to ' (Mick 
Martin). This is the masterpiece of 
propaganda. Sep 28, 7:30 pm in Smith 
Auditorium, Sills Hall, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. 
Wedding in Galilee The Palestlnian-
Israeli struggle surrounds the plans for 
a Palestinian wedding in occupied 
territory. At The MOVies: Sep 28-30 at 
7, 9:15; Oct 1 at I, 3:15, 7, 9:15. 
Who Framed Roger Rabbit Bob 
Hoskins plays the cheap detective 
hired to help Roger Rabbit find out who 
has really murdered the big man of 
T oon Town. Poor Roger's been framed. 
• • .. 
What's Where 
Maine Mall Cinemas 
Maine Mall Road, S Portland 
774-1Q22 
Moon Over Parador 
1,3:10,5:15,7.25,9.35 
A Fish Called Wanda 
12.45,3, 5 10, 7:25, 9:40 
Cocktail 
1, 3, 5, 7:15, 9:20 







Temple and Middle, Portland 
772-9751 
(Second show on Sat and Sun only) 
Married to the Mob 




1 30,3'40, 7:40, 9:55 
Eighl Men Out 
1 :20, 3:40, 7, 9:20 
Midnight Run 
I, 3:35, 7:20, 9:45 
Kansas 
1 :40, 3:45, 7:30, 9:40 
The Movies 
10 Exchange, Portland 
772-9600 
My Life as a Dog 
Sep 21-25 
Wed·Sat at 7, 9; Sat-Sun mat at 1 
Travelling North 
Sep 24·27 
Sat-Sun mat at3; Sun-Tue at7, 9 
Wedding in Galilee 
Sep 28·Qct 1 




(Movies are not scheduled at press time; 
call ahead to confirm times) 
Young Guns 
7:15,9:15 also at 1: 15, 3:15 on Sa-Su 
Nightmare on Elm Street IV 
7:15,9:15 also at 1 :15, 3:15 on Sa-Su 
Betrayed 
7,9 
Coming to America 
7, 9 also at t , 3 on Sa-Su 
Midnight Run 
7:15, 9:15 also at 1:15, 3:15 on Sa-Su 
Evening Star 
Tontine Mall, Brunswick 
729-5486 
Wings of Desire 
The Moderns 
call for times 
Film Specials 
How the West Was Won 
PMA, Sep 22, 7 pm 
Nel Nome del Papa·Re 
Bowdoin, Sap 25, 7 pm 
Triumph of the Will 
Bowdoin, Sep 28, 7:30 pm 
• • • 
(PG). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 
12:45,2:55,5,7:10,9:20. 
Wings of Desire certainly took its 
sweet time coming to Maine. Wim 
Wenders' ('The American Friend' 
'Paris, Texas' ) latest film about an 
angel (Bruno Ganz) who wants to be 
human again so that he can fully 
possess the woman he loves. 
• recommends that you travel to 
Brunswick for this one. At the Evening 
Star: Thu, Fri, Sun, Tue at 9:05; Sat, 
Mon, Wed at 6:45. 
Young Guns The boys in the Brat 
Pack (Emilio Estevez, et al) make a 
western about the early years of Billy 
the Kid (R). At Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15 
with weekend mats at 1 :15,3:15. 
II IUJSfC 
rock+roll 
David Drew Sep 22 at the Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441. 
The Band That Time Forgot Sep 
24 and 31 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Port-
land. 773-6886. 
G.G. Tumer Sep 22 at Moose Alley, 46 
Market, Portland. 774-5246. 
The Wild Hearts, The Quee .. and 
Kidstu" Sep 23 at Geno's, 13 Brown, 
Portland. 761 -2506. 
Jensons Sep 23-23 at the Dry Dock, 
80 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550. 
Kopterz Sep 23-24 at the Marble Bar, 
51 York, Portland. 773-5516. Sep 30-
Oct 1 at Amigo's, 9 Dana Portland. 
772-0772 . 
Ultraviolets and Wigs Sep 23-24 at 
Amigo's, 9 Dana Portland. 772-0772. 
Barrence Whitfield and the 
Savages Sep 24 at the Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441. 
The. Talismen and T h. 
Beachmasters Sep 24 at Gena's, 
13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506. 
The Furious Melons Sep 25 at 
Gena's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761·2506. 
Tommy Conwell and the Young 
Ramblers Sep 27 at the Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441. 
King Crass Sep 28 at the Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 . 
Rigamorole Sep 29 at Raoul's, 865 
Forest, Portland. 773-6886. 
Bebe Buell and The Gargoyles 
with the Wildhearts and the Joneses 
Sep 29 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, 
Portland. 774-1441. 
Atlantic Jam Band Sep 30 , 9:30 pm 
at The Pub, Moulton Union, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. 
Red Clay Ramblers Sep 30 at 
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Rigamorole Sep 30 at the Marble Bar, 
51 York, Portland. 773-5516. 
Holy Bones with Pulltoy Sep 30 at the 
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-
1441. 
Wild Hearts Oct 1 at the Marble Bar, 
51 York, Portland. 773-5516. 
50s Night Oct I, 7:30 pm aboard the 
Longfellow Cruise Line, departing from 
Long Wharf. 774-3578. 
r+b 
Red Light Revue plays swing and 
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865 
Forest, Portland. 773-6886. Sep 30 at 
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-
5246. 
The Upsette .. Sep 23-24 at Moose 
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246. 
Taylor Made Sep 25 at the Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441. 
Nell & the Nightllfes Sep 30-Oct 1 
at the Dry Dock, 80 Commercial, 
Portland. 774-3550. 
Practical Cats Sep 3O-Oct 1 at J.R. 
Flannagan's, 144 Main, Saco. 282-
1617. 
B. Willy Smith Oct 1 at Moose Alley, 
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246. 
+ ... 
Thursday 922 
Larry Vaughn presents 
DAVID DREW $1.07 
Friday 9.23 
DUKE ROBIILARD $5 
.. • u 




AND THE SAVAGES $5 
Sunday 925 
TAYLORMADE $5 
R&B I Motown Revue 
'fuesday 927 
Larry Vaughn presents 
TOMMY CONWELL AND 
THE YOUNG RUMBLERS 
$5.00 Advanc0'$6.oo at. the do<r 
Woinesday 918 
KING CRASS 
Top cover tuneslFTeeAdmiss:iCII 
Thurslay 9,29 
BEBE BUELL AND 
THE GARGOYLES 
with the Wildhearts and the Joneses 
Friday 9.30 
THE HOLY BONES 
and The Walkers $5.00 
Saturday 10.1 
GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY 
Ska Rockers $5.00 
WATCH FOR: 
The Broken Men 102 
In Tran,ition and Srott Reichardt Group 10.5 
Com mandar COOy and The Lost Pl.anetAir Men 10.6 
The Tribe and TheInn 10.7 
Mamma Tongue 10.8 





New England, Inc. 
165 Pleasanl Ave. 




if they smoke. 
It's a matter 
of life 
and breath: 
Space contnbuted by Ihe publisher as. a public service 
Bennett's Berry Farm 
~~~'~~~~': Rt. 113, Standish 
'~ 2/10 mile from junction of 113 & 25 
' ,~ . ~. 
':, Pick your own Raspberries 
~~. Good picking for next two weeks 
. call ahead for field conditions 
642-2446 
()pen Monday-Thursday 5:30-dusk 
Saturday & Sunday lOa.m.-5p.m. 
ATTACK OF THE "BUSY LITTLE BOYS" 
Thursday 9/22-LADIES NIGHT! 
$1.50 Well Drinks·WILD TURKEY BAND 
Chopstick etiquette 







D.J. Request N 
51 York Street 
rr • M ~ ~ 
S~~'}rinkingS~!ogan S 0 
46 Market Street, Portland. 774-5246 
HOTTURKEYSAND~CH 
Fresh hot roasted turkey off the bird, served 
openface on a slice of homemade bread and smothered 
in a hot homemade gravy, served with a side of 
cranberry sauce and a choice of salad. $5.50 
Foods to go or not to gal 
I don't understand why oth-
erwise sane, normal people 
who grew up wielding knives 
and forks, feel they have to go 
authentic and ethnic when they 
gorge on garlic spareribs or egg 
rolls or lobsters in black bean 
sauce. 
We never even think of roll-
ing curried chicken and rice into 
a sticky ball with our fingers (of 
the right hand only, if you 
please) before popping it into 
our mouths - but that's how 
the natives in India and Indians 
all over the world do it. 
Yet somehow we feel that by 
not eating chicken chow mein 
or the slowly becoming popu-
lar sushi and sashimi with 
chopsticks points out our lack 
of sophistication or culinary 
superiority. 
It was Cantonese cooking that 
first introduced Americans to 
Chinese food. What began as a 
slow trot - the sticky, gooey 
mess of garisQ. red sweet and 
sour pork; the chop suey - has, 
in the last decade or more, be-
come a gallop as we trea ted our 
tongues and palates to the spicy 
foods of the Hunan and Szech-
wan provinces. Besides hotly 
tantalizing our taste buds, the 
hot and sour soups and the beef 
and orange plates have helped 
many of us clear our sinuses -
both in the summer and during 
the season of colds. Move over, 
chicken soup. (Unless adorned 
with won tons.) 
If we insist on doing what the 
Chinese do while not being on 
China, then let's do it properly. 
So, what better time than now 
to stir up some do's and don'ts 
regarding the etiquette of us-
ing chopsticks, 
SUNDAY 9125 You have, no doubt, seen 
THE FURIOUS MELONS many novel and unusual ways 
LOOK FOR: The Two Sa,nts, Sat, Oct. 29 
EVERY WEDNESDAY: SLAID & CLEAVES HOST OPEN MIKE NIGHTI 
of holding chopsticks. Such as 
holding one stick in each hand 
and pushing the food together. 
Messy, awkward and ineffi-
cient. Or viciously stabbing ata 
slippery piece of chicken. f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Works,but not very elegant. So 
I then, how do you handle chop-
sticks? 
: Moose Alley continues its tradilional ~ t:::::.. The only rigid rule to using 
I Wednesday Comedy Night ...R, -F . chopsticks is that the bottom 
I "'" mmJ," fX>PWa' ""." off"'"""", T~, \ ,.' I $1.00 off your next show ~
I featuring comedians from Star Search, 
I johnny Carson, The Letterman Show ... and more! Offer good only with coupon 
Every Wednesday, Doors open at 8pm, Showtime 8:30pm 
Moose Alley in Portland's Old Port • corner of Milk & Market St. I I _________________________ ~ 
~ -:--., 
• ~ ,"'" ,0; - 4..c= 
~ n n111).lT~r H) ~li/iiiYQl""-'\1 ~r...lt'lllJL0 ~lli~JmJ.gLR1 @-6:;,,,-~IJ.:_- ~\91 
We .,' but we do sell supplies for basketmaking, stenciling, chair caning, toymaking, 
don't sell clock works, slate and wood products 
for home decorating. 
lumber... "The Shop That's Different" 
26Bridgton Rd. (Rt. 302), Westbrook 
Hours: Mon·Fri 8:30·5:30; Sat 9-4; Sun 1-5 797-9081 
stick should stay motionless, engraved in fancy script to-
resting in the crook at the base wards the holding end. A 
of your thumb, while the top common wedding gift, indden-
stick is manipulated against it tally, is a bundle of delicately-
with the index and middle fin- carved, inscribed chopsticks. 
gers. Incidentally, the thinner Those of us who look askance 
or smaller ends are always the at the pair of chopsticks offered 
ends you eat from. (The shorter when we pop down to a local 
Japanese chopsticks are pointed Chinese eatery, should thank 
at one end.) our stars that we aren't often 
Whether you should hold invited to a formal private din-
them close to the eating ends - ner. In some homes there are 
that's how Oriental children twodifferentpairsofchopsticks 
learn to hold them - or nine- beside each setting, One is for 
tenths of the way up, doesn't eating with and the other for 
matter. Practice and find your helping yourself from the 
own comfortable positioning. communal dishes at the center 
You'll know when you get it of the table. In other words, 
right: at the end of the meal every time you want a piece of 
your hand won't feel cramped that delectable Szechwan fish, 
nor will it look arthritic. Well- you have to put down your 
meaning friends can tell you eating sticks, pick up the for-
how to go about managing mal(usuallysilver-tippedivory 
chopsticks, and diagrams on ones) ones, get your food, place 
paper placemats in Chinese itinyourbowloronyourplate, 
restaurants can show you what then exchange your chopsticks. 
you are supposed to do, but , How's that for sophistication-
only practice, like a language, not to mention confusion! 
makes perfect. While chopsticks used for 
Chopsticks came into use eating tend to be around 10 
around the end of221 B.C., and inches long, there are cooking 
while many stories have been chopsticks that can lengthen to 
floating around as to how they 12 or 15 inches though the latter 
came about, none can be con- length is rare, since they tend to 
firmed. Some say that with the become cumbersome. These 
abundance of servants in an- longer chopsticks are perfect 
cient China, all foods were cut for fishing out that elusive won 
into bite-sized morsels. To eas- ,on in the deep fat fryer or for 
ily serve the food, chopsticks lifting and draining spaghetti 
were invented. or noodles. They're also great 
Regardless of when and who for beating eggs for foo yung. 
discoyered them, these "quick It is said that one's breeding 
or busy little boys" as they are and background can be told by 
known in Chinese, are gener- the way one uses a knife and 
ally made of bamboo and come fork. The same can be said for 
in bundles of ten pairs, This is chopsticks. For instance, it is 
because at traditional Chinese perfectly good manners to tap 
banquets, each round table your sticks lightly o,n the table 
accommodated only ten din- to even them out, but not to use 
ers. They can also be bought them as batons or to pOint with. 
made of lacquered wood, And like your fork, you are not 
thoughthemostcommonchop- supposed to lick your chop-
sticks found in Chinese homes sticks clean - unless you are 
today are ivory or plastic, nei- four or five years old, 
ther of which, by the way, At the end of the meal, if you 
should be placed in the dish- placeyourchopsticksacrossthe 
washer. Usually, each member top of the bowl, you'll not only 
of the family would have their be saying you're sated and 
own pair, with their names done, but you'll also be telling 
the world how cosmopolitan 
you are. 
Althea Kaye is the most cosmopoli-
tan masticator to grace CBWs execu-
tive suites since Prince Phillip dropped 
by. 
.blues 
.I .I Cale Sap 23 at Raoul's, 865 Fores~ 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Duke Roblll.rd Sep 23 at the Tree 
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-t441. 
George Leh and the Rockin' 
Shoe. Sap 23-24 at J.R. Flannagan·s. 
144 Main, Saco. 282-1617. 
B.B. King Sep 30, 8 pm at City Hall Au-
ditorium, Portland. Benefit for the Maine 
Health Foundation. Tickets available at 
all Ticketron, Record Exchange and 
Strawberries. 
Blue. .I.m every Monday night at 
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland . 
773-0886. 
reggae. 
The Sound KIng. Sep 22 at Geno's, 
13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506. 
Gre.t TraIn Robbery Oct 1 at the 
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland 
774-1441. 
Regg.e Dance Party every Sunday 
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's, 
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886. 
c+untry 
Dick Curle •• and the Overland 
Expre •• 'The Baron of Country Mu-
sic' Sap 23, 8 pm at the Waldo Theatre 
in Waldoboro. Tickets are $8.50. For 
information, call 832-6373. 
Amy Gr.nt Sep 29, 7:30 pm at the 
Civic Center. Tickets are $17.50 and 
are available at the box office and all 
Ticketron Outiets. 
dancing. 
Zootz, 31 Fores~ Portiand.Thu. house 
music and new music. Fri-Sat, eclectiC 
dance mix. Sun. request night. Mon. 
house music. Wed, chem free dancing 
to new wave. 773-8187. 
Exch.nge Club, 29 Exchange, Port-
land. OJ and dancing Thursday through 
Sunday. Now showing music videos. 
773-0300. 
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth. Portland. 
Dance Party Mondays at 8 pm. No 
cover. 774-1441. 
.I,R. FI.nn.g.n'., 144 Main, Saco 
Dancing Thursdays with OJ Greg 
Powers. 282-1617. 
F.nt •• y Hall, River Rd .. S Windham. 
Country music every Saturday. 9 pm 
am with Terrie Lee and Herbie Lambe" 
892-2811. 
MaIne B.llroom Dance 80 Second 
St. S Portland. Ballroom dancing every 
Sat, 9-12 pm. Oct 1, Syd Herman 8-1.2 
pm. Reservations a good Idea. 
767-6200. 
folk.acoustic 
.Iohn F.hey Sep 22 at Raoul's, 865 
Forest. Portland. 773-6886. 
SI.rd Cle.ve. Sep 22 at Amigo's, 9 
Dana Portland. 772-0772. 
Scott Fol.om Sep 23-24 at the 
Bamhouse Tavern, Rt35, N Windham. 
892-2221. 
Chrl.tlne L.vin with the Rude Girls 
Sap 24 at the Portiand Performing Ans 
Center. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are 
$11. For more information. call 
774'{)465. 
C.ribbean .teel drum mu.ic with 
the Metro Steel Orchestra. Sep 29, 8 
pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM 
Portland. Tickets are $3 for student 
and seniors, $5 general. 780-4090. 
j.zz 
Tim S. •• lon. Sep 22, 4:30-6:30 pm 
at the Campus Center, USM Portland. 
Free. 780-4090. 
St_mboat Trio Sep 22, 25-29, 7:30 
pm aboard the Longfellow Cruise Line, 
departing from Long Wharf. 774-3578. 
Exp .... Big Band Sap 23, 7:30 pm 
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Line, de-
parting from Long Wharf. 774-3578. 
Roy.1 RIver Phllh.rmonlc .I.zz 
B.nd Sep 24, 7:30 pm aboard the 
Longfellow Cruise Line, departing from 
Long Wharf. 774-3578 .. 
Bellamy .I.u Sep 30,7:30 pm aboard 
the Longfellow Cruise Line, departing 
from Long Wharf. 774-3578. 
classic.1 
Sixteenth century Spanl.h mu-
.Ic Sep 23, 7:30 pm. Alexander Smith 
performs works by Milan, Narvaez, Mu-
darra, and Fuenllana at the Chapel , 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
Piani.t Eva Virsjk makes her Ameri-
can debut at the Portland Symphony 
season opener Sap 24. Works per-
formed include Chopin'S Piano Con-
certo No.1, Corigliano's "Promenade 
Overture," and Tchaikovsky's Sym-
phony No. 6 ('Pathetique"). Portland 
City H<.II Auditorium. Showtime is 8 pm. 
Tickets $8-$21. For more information, 
call 773-8191 
Pi.ni.t Denni. Lee performs a 
program of . Mozart. Brahms, 
Szymanowski, Debussy and Liszt Sep 
27, 7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium, 
Bowdoin College , Brunswick. 
Tickets $7. 
The Surry Opera Company Oct 1, 
8 pm at The Center for the Arts, 804 
Washington Bath. Tickets are $101$8. 
For more information, call 442-8455. 
Broadway NoIse A Musical review by 
the Pons mouth Academy of Performing 
Arts Sap 22-24 at the Peaks Island 
Greenwood Gardens Dinner Theater. 
Choice of Down East lobster bake, 
chicken or steak barbecue prepared by 
Peaks Island Lions ClUb. Boat trans-
portation provided by Casco Bay Lines. 
Departure time is 6 pm on Thu and Sat, 
6:30 on Fri. Tickets are $29.25, which 
includes theater, dinner and trans-
portation. Tickets are tax deductible. 
For more inlormatio ,call 772-3799 or 
799-8307. 
MameSep 23-25 at Thaxter Theater, 
420 Cottage Rd, S Portland. Showtime 
is Fri-Sat, 8 pm and Sun at 2:30 pm. 
Tickets are $10/$7. For more inlorma-
tlon, call 799-7337. 
The Hot Shots Showtunes. comedy 
and 40s nostalgia Sep 23, 8 pm at the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington, 
Bath. Tickets are $10 and $8 for se-
niors and students. For more informa-
tion. call 442-8455. 
+ + + 
The Movies of .John Ford 
Portland Museum of Art 
How the We.t Wa. Won 
September 22 
Voung Mr. Lincoln 
October 13 








Tickets are $3 
No museum admission on 
Thursday evenings 
• • • 
Boston Comedy Connection Sep 
27. 4 :30-6 :30 pm at the Campus Cen-
ter. USM Portland. Free. 780-4090. 
Modern Dance with choreographer 
Stephen Petronio and his eight-member 
company perform on Sep 28. 8 pm at 
Schaeffer Theater, Bates College, 
Lewiston. Tickets $8/$5. For advance 
reservations, call 786-6161. 
Under Milk Wood Sep 28, 8 pm per-
formed by actors from London Stage at 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham. $4 
public, $2 students. For more informa-
tion, call 780·5483. 
,Romanovsky & Phillips will perform 
at the Portland Performing Arts Center. 
Sap 30. A benefit for AIDS patients. 
Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are $15 and 
are available at the PPAC Box Office, 
The AIDS Project, Amadeus Music, 
Underground, Entre Nous and Magic 
Garden. 
Much Ado About Nothing per-
formed by Actors Irom the London 
Stage Sep 30, 8 pm at Luther Bonney 
Auditorium, USM Porlland and Oct 1, 8 
pm in Russell Hall, USM Gorham. $8 
public, $3 students. For more Informa-
ticn, call 780-5483. 
F .. e Workshop for theater majors, 
local actors and inleresled persons 
with Actors from the London Stage Oct 
1 lOam in Russell Hall, USM Gorham. 
F~ee and open to the public. Registra-
tion required, 780-5480. 
'Creative movement th •• t.r 
cl ••••• for children. Nine week ses-
sions on Tuesdays or Wednesdays 
starting Sep 27. Taught by Jackie 
Reifer and John Saccone at the The-
aler of Fantasy. Fee: $50. For more 
information, call 761-2508. 
Theater CI..... for .dult. Im-
provisation, mime & movement. 
Wednesdays starting Sap 28. Taughl 
by John Saccone at the Theater of 
Fantasy. Fee: $50. For more informa-
tion, call 761-2508. 
Audition. Portland Stage Company 
will be holding auditions for local actors 
and actresses who wish to be consid-
ered for roles in the 15th anniversary 
season's main stage production, 
staged readings, director's projects 
and other performance opportunities. 
The auditions will take place on Oct 8-9 
at the PPAC. For additional information 
and to schedule an audition lime, con· 
tact Victoria Griffin at Portland Slage 
Company at 774-1043. 
Concert tick.t. in exchange for 
derical work allhe Portland Performing 
Ans Center. Someone is needed a few 
hours a week to help with mailings and 
light typing. You can set your own 
schedule and any training necessary 
will be provided on the job. For more in-
formation , call the Center for Voluntary 
Action at 874-1015. 
Common Ground Country Fair 
Sep 23-25 al Windsor Fairgrounds. 
Sponsored by the Maine Organic Farm-
ers and Gardeners Association. Gates 
open at 9 am. Tickets $4/adults, 
$2/children and elders. For more infor-
mation, call 623-5115. 
Cumb.r1and Fair Sep 23-Oct 1 at the 
Cumberland County Fairgrounds. 
Antique. Auction Sep 24 10 benefit 
the Maine Historical Society at F.O. 
Bailey Company Auctioneers, 141 Mid-
dle, Portland. For more information, call 
774-1822. 
Public Baked a.an Supper Sep 
24, 5-6:30 pm al Trinity Episcopal 
Church, Forest and Coyle, Portland. 
Adults $3.50, children $2. 
Portland Mu •• um of Art Seven 
Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on 
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current ex-
hibils: Odilon Redan, French 
impressionist, symbolist (through Oct 
16). Pholographer Andre Kertesz 
(1912-1985) 'Diary of Light" (Sep 2-Oct 
30). 775-6148. 
Woven Banners and W.II Hang. 
ing. by Martha Roediger are on dis-
play at the Thomas Memorial Library, 6 
Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth 
(through Ocl 22). Artisrs reception Sep 
22, 6:30-8:30 pm. Exhibit open during 
library hours. 799-1720. 
Harlem Ranal •• ance: Art of 
Black America Bowdoin College 
Museum of Art, Brunswick. Sep 24-Nov 
19. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10am-4 pm; Sat, 10 
am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. 
Broder.on'. Best Award-winning 
advertising at the Payson Gallery of 
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. Sep 
23-Nov 6. Hours: Tue-Thu, 10 am-4 pm, 
Thu 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm. 
797-9546. 
Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress. 
Portland. Works on paper by Lori Austill 
through Oct 2.773-1801. 
Jeana Dal. Beare., A Retro· 
sp.ctive Current exhibit at the 
Chocolate Church Art Gallery. 804 
Washington, Bath (through Oct 4) . 
Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm; Sat, 12-4 
pm. 442-8455. 
Waltar Kuhn Calfery, River Rd, 
Cape Neddick. Illustrations by F.R. 
Gruger and a selection of political 
editorial cartoons. (through Oct 30) 
Hours: Wed-Sun, 10 am-4 pm. 
363-4139. 
Isolationism and International--
ism: American Art 1917-1941 Bowdoin 
College Museum of Art, Brunswick. Ex-
hibit continues through Oct 2. Hours: 
Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm; Sat, 10 am-5 pm; 
Sun, 2-5 pm. 
Portland artist .lack Walch ex-
hibits his sculptures and assemblages 
at Dean Velentgas Galley, 50 Hamp-
shire, Portland. (through Oct 6). Hours : 
Thu , 5-9 pm; Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm . 
774-2042. 
Vantage Point. Images from a Much 
Too Tall White Woman is an exhibilion 
of paintings by Maine artist Rebecca 
Wagstaff at the Portland Public Library 
in Monument Square (through Sep 29). 
Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri, 9 am-6 pm; Tue, 
Thu, 12 - 9 pm and Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 
773-4761. 
The Art Event Presented by LA Arts 
and Bates College Museum of Art at the 
Olin Ans Center, Bates College, Lewis-




• The J ensons 
·The Kopterz 
• Little Frankie and The Premiers 
• Mr. Thing and The 
Professional Human Beings 
food on the Waterfront 
Serving from 11-9 weekdays 
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN 
HAPPy HOUR 
4-7 MON.-FRI 
on the waterfront 
in the Old Port 
84 Commercial Street 
~~~~~~!:\:::~I:;:' Portland, ME • 774·3550 
ThePlace'~ 
425 Forest Avenue, Portland 
Near Interstate 295 
774-2091 
• SUBS 
• PASTA DINNERS 
• FRIED DINNERS 
• COLD DRINKS 
• TAKE-OUT 
A VERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT 
PUBUCITY SruNT OR UFO? 
Strange Beings 
Sighted at Raoul's 
Billy Franco's startling photo of a mysterious-looking alien. 
82 separate UFO sightings talk show host David Letter-
were reported to the Portland man has invited Franco to ap-
Police Department last Saturday pear with the photos on nis 
ni&.ht along Portland's "MiracTe show soon. 
Mlle." The sightings ranged "Ithought the blinking lights 
from what were describea as were just part ofthe show" was 
"cigar-shaped objects" to bright the typical response among 
lignls in and around Raoul's patrons,"butthebartenderdid 
Roadside Attraction at 865 For- look a little small." 
est Ave. Raoul's new owner, Freddie 
Many of Raoul's customers Fender, dismissed the idea of a 
reported blinking lights around publicity stunt.. "Little green 
11 p.m. Saturday, September 17. men are no laughing matter," 
Orie customer, Billy Franco, did Fender said. 
manage to snap a few photos of Fender did say that it was 
what arpears to be an extra- back to business as usual, with 
terrestia being. Spokesmen for J.J. Cale Sept. 23, the Band That 
the Strategic AIr Command and Time Forgot Sept. 24, the Red 
the Portland police are tight- Clay Ramblers Sept. 30, John 
lipped about ilie incident, but it Hiatt Oct. 3, and David Lindley 
has been leat;ned that late-night Oct. 6 appearing as scheduled. 
ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT 
Photography Service for 
Amateurs & Professionals 
37 Ocean Street 
South Portland, Maine 04106 
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone 
September 23 
Ex~ress ~ig Band 
7:30-10.30p.m. 
$15.00 per person 
September 24 
157 Middle Street (Old Port) 
Portland, Maine 04101 
761·2882 Debbie Dolan 
September 30 
Belamy Jazz Band 
7:30-9:3Op.m. 
$12.50 per person 
October 1 
Royal River Pnilharmonic Jazz Band 
7:3G-9:3Op.m_ 
$12.50 per person 
SO's Night 
7:30-10:00 
$12.50 per person 
SEPTEMBER Every Sunday thru Thursday 
The Steamboat Trio 7:30-9:3Op.m. 
$12.50 per person 
LONGFELLOW 
CRUISE LINE 
No.1 Long Wharf (at the base of Exchange St.) Portland -(207) 
September 
by Mike Quinn 
IF IT'S VIEWER MAIL, IT MUST BE THURSDAY ... 
Pond scum can't play 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to thank all of the 
Portland area readers for their 
insightful and thought-provok-
ing letters to the Casco Bay 
Weekly sports department over 
the past couple of months. Here 
are your astute comments and 
my humble responses: 
I grew up on Higgins Beach 
and have played in more vol-
leyball games than you have 
brain cells. I thoroughly object 
to your reference about me 
"making nine mistakes in a 
row." This allegation is poppy-
cock and should be buried in 
the sand along with your type-
writer. If you weren't such pond 
scum I would challenge you to 
a one-on-one volleyball game. 
Spike This! 
Bobby Z, Scarborough 
Bobby, f"lrSt I appreciate the 
fact that you didn't overreact 
to my volleyball article. Cool 
heads like yours should be 
running our nuclear weap· 
ons program. As for your con-
secutive "streak" which you 
disputed, I really think you're 
in a league with Joe Dimag. 
gio. I was being kind with 
"nine," my friend . 
As you know, I am 62 years 
young as opposed to your 33 
years old. Thank you for send-
ing your piece about golf. Your 
problem as long as I've seen 
you swing a golf club, is that 
you try something different 
every swing. Stop looking for 
the Holy Grail. Be consistent, 
find something that works half-
way decent and stick with it. It 
wouldn't hurt to make a shoul-
der turn during your 
backs wing. And please don't 
buy so many instructional golf 
books and tapes because I'd 
rather that money went to my 
grandsons' educations. Write 
your mother. 
Follow through, 
R. Quinn, Rochester, NY 
Whatever you say, Dad. 
Please keep in mind how 
much additional exercise I 
get while golfing due to my 
excessive traipsing through 
the rough and sand and wa· 
ter and especially !he woods. 
Seriously, I think your form 
at age 62 is better than mine 
will ever be. Congratulations 
on f"uiding the golf secret. 
My coach in T-ball warned 
me about writers like you. He 
said you'll do anything for a 
story. To set you straight-Ido 
not waste my time at profes-
sional baseball games switch-
ing seats like a (and I quote) 
"Mexican jumping bean." I did 
change my seat on two occa-
sions: let the record show it was 
only because you spilled your 
LaBatts beer in all the excite-
ment. 
Sincerely, 
Amanda W. (AgeS), Litchfield, 
ME 
Amanda, keep your spunk 
and one of these days you'll 
be autographing baseballs 
and refusing sports writers 
intervic-ws. If you don't give 
me one, I'll understand but I 
won't take it sitting down_ 
While tra veling through Port-
land on my vacation I couldn't 
help but notice your comments 
on swimming. A few moons 
back I was a pretty fair swim-
mer and strongly feel it is the 
best form of exercise around. I 
concur with your praise of the 
sport to the last golden drop. 
Keep stroking, 
M. Spitz, Gary, Indiana 
Marlel Where have you 
been? I saw you on one Bob 
Hope Special and a few milk 
commercials, but then you 
disappeared. I'm glad you 
have surfaced. If you're ever 
in the area again and looking 
for a challenge . stop by to 
give my boys swimming les-
sons at the YMCA. I guaran-
tee you'll get your picture on 
the wall 
Have you ever noticed how 
fledglingwritersmis-quoteme? 
I have no interest in riding bi-
cycles. I am too fat and clumsy 
to make it out of my driveway 
without falling off the. two-
wheeler. I demand a retraction 
about my wondering why 
families always seem to ride 
their bikes in a straight line. I 
never uttered any such drivel. 
Bikers Beware! 
Andy Rooney, Sixty Minutes 
Andy, perhaps you should 
take credit for one of the few 
intelligent things you never 
said. I apologize for misquot-
ing you. So when will Sixty 
Minutes be stopping by for 
the investigation? I'd like to 
request that Diane Sawyer 
handle this report. 
puter disc every one of your 
SPORT columns in the Casco 
Bay Weekly (and that, with your 
approval, I have added the 
funniest lines in each). You have 
the makings of a pretty fair 
writer one day, but remember 
to thank the little people! 
And hang up your jacket, 
dear. 
J. Sawtelle, Portland 
Thanks for your help. I 
haven't forgotten the little 
people. Next month I'm 
thinking about doing a fea-
ture on jockey Willie Shoe-
maker. 
I remember a lot of games on 
the playground growing up. 
Your article on playgrounds 
was accurate in that it captured 
the competitive spirit of young 
children. It's hard to believe we 
were kids once, eh? 
Looking back, 
C. Reller, So. Portland 
Speak for yourself, Chuck. 
Pass the rattle. 
It might just do you some 
good to lift something besides 
your Cross pen. Lifting weights 
never killed anyone and if you 
turned out to be the first I could 
Ii ve with tha t. 
Pump you up, 
D. Hillman, Portland 
Thank you for your kind 
remarks. I see you took my 
reference to your beer gut 
personally. Maybe I exagger· 
ated a bit. By the way, can you 
see your feet yet? 
We liked your preview on 
USM sports. It should get more 
students out to our athletic 
events and at the least educate 
the student body on what fall 
sports are available. Would you 
mind if we reprinted that piece 
in our campus publication? 
Diana 
Admissions Dept., USM 
Mind? I'd be flattered. It's 
nice to know that somebody 
out there likes me. Perhaps 
down the road someone on 
your golf team could give me 
a lesson. Just kidding; I 
wouldn't want to endanger 
any asplringundergraduatcs. 
Good luck this year. 
IwouldlikePortlandtoknow And keep those cards and 
letters coming! that I have typed onto com-
Mike Quinn, Portland sports writer, 
spent a small fortune on stationery, 
envelopes and postage stamps last 
week. 
I· 
ton Works of 30 artists in a variety of 
media. Live auction will take place on 
Sep 25 and will include brunch and 
music by the Brad Terry Jazz Quartet. 
Tickets for Sep 25 are available throug h 
LA Arts at 782-7228. 
New Work by Frederick Lynch at 
the BarridoH Galleries , 26 Free, Port-
land (through Sep 30) . Also at the 
gallery a large selection of 19th and 
early 20th century American paintings 
and draWings, Including works by 26 
contemporary Maine artists. Hours: 
Weekdays, 10 am-5 pm, Sal, 12-4 pm. 
Spring Point Pottery, S Adams, S 
Portland. Pottery exhibit. By appoint-
ment or chance 767-1350. 
Paris Intematlonal Print Croup at 
the Congress Square Gallery, 594 
Congress, Portland (through Oct 22). 
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-6 pm . 
774-3369. 
Nell Drobnls , blown and sand-casted 
glass forms Stein Gallery, 20 Milk, 
Pordand (through Nov 8). Hours: Mon-
Sat, 11 am-5:30 pm. 772-9072 
Art Callery at Six Deering, 
Portland. Paintings of Monhegan artist 
Joanne Scott, 772-9605. 
Callery 127 127 Middle Portland. 
Group show - Charles E, Martin's origi-
nal New Yorker magazine covers, wa-
tercolors by Graydon Mayer and new 
egg tempera paintings by John 
Delinger, Also : Diana Archadipone, 
Lynne Drexler, Alex GnldzeiJko. Glenn 
Graffelman, Eric Green, John Hultberg , 
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis, 
Nick Snow, John Swan, Michael Wa-
terman and Gina Werfel. (through Oct 
1) 773-3317, 
Photographs by Charles 
Melcher at Rafffe's Cafe Bookstore, 
555 Congress, Portland. 761-3930 
Strolling In Babylon Exhibition of re-
cent egg tempera and gouache paint-
Ings, artists books, and mixed media 
works by Abby Shahn Exhibit 
continues through Oct 1. Hobe Sound 
Galleries North, One Milk, Portland . 
Hours : Tue-Sat, 10:30 am- 5 pm . 
773-2755, 
Bo.ton Artist. Katy Hefman and 
John Tricomi show their new paintings 
at the AREA Gallery at the Campus 
Center at USM Portland . ..(through Oct 
29) Hours: Weekdays, 8 am-l 0:30 pm, 
Sat-Sun, 12-5:30 pm. 78-4090. 
Maine HI.torlcal Society 485 
Congress, Portland. "Portland's Lost 
Youth," sketclhes of Portland from be-
fore the fire of 1886 by Charles Q. 
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues 
through Oct 31. Hours: Tue-Fri, 9-5. 
Thu until 7. 774-1822. 
Nancy Margoll. Callery 367 Fore, 
Portland, Jewelry, glass, furniture and 
ceramics by several artists. Hours : 
Mon-Sat, 1 0-9; Sun, 11-5. 775-3822. 
Maine Audubon Society, 118 U.S. 
Route 1, Falmouth . Exhibit of pho-
tographs by Edward O. Richscheidt of 
Old Orchard Beach. (through Sep) 
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9 am-5 pm, 781-2330. 
Cafe Always, 47 Middle, Portland. 
New work by Lori Austill . (Oct I-Dec 1) 
774-9399. 
Maker. 88 An exhibit of works by 
members of the Maine Craft Associa-
tion at Baxter Gallery, Portland School 
of Art, 619 Congress, Portland. Open-
ing reception Oct 1, 6-8 pm. (Oct I-Nov 
17) Hours: Mon-Fri, 10 am-5 pm (Thu 
until 7 pm), Sun, 11 am-4 pm. 775-3052. 
Public lecture at the Portland School 
of Art, 619 Congress. On Sep 22, 7 pm, 
metalsmith Patricia Daunis-Dunning will 
speak. Free, For more information, call 
775-3052, 
Callery talk Sep 23 at 12:30 pm. 
"Artists and Patrons" is the title of this 
talk given Docent Jean Baxter at the 
Portland Museum of Art, Congress 
Square, 
Antecedents and Reflections 
on the Harlem Renal.sance is 
the topic of a lecture being given in 
conjunction with the opening of the ex-
hibit "The Harlem Renaissance: The Art 
of Black America- at the BowdOin Col-
lege Museum of Art on Sep 23, 7:30 pm 
in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. 
Bramhall Pub is interested in dis-
playing your artwork on the walls. Con-
tact Maggie at 773-9873. 
Sculptor Judith Shoa will speak 
Sep 27, 4 pm in 10 Bailey Hall, USM 
Gorham. Part of USM Visiting Artist 
Lecture Series. Free and open to the 
public . For more Information, call 
780-5460 
Callery talk Sep 28, 1 pm in the 
Walker art Building. Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. "Talking Heads: Imperial 
Roman Portrait Busts at BoWdoin and 
at the Literary Record." Free and open 
to the public. 
Redon and the Musical Fantas-
tic Sep 29 at 8 pm. Lecture given by 
musIc historian Dr. Robert Laudon will 
examine how the work of Odilon Redon 
reflects the popular philosophical ideas 
of composers at that time At the Port-
land Museum of Art, Congress Square. 
775·6148. 
Artist/Painter Abbott Meader will 
show three of his internationally ac-
claimed films: "Stretching Out: "Spem 
in Alium" and "Deep Trout Sep 30, 
730 pm. Meader will be present for diS-
cussion. Popcorn . Presented by the 
Union of Maine Visu(ll Artists. At the 
Maine Writers Center 19D Mason 
BrunSWick For more Information, call 
729-6333. 
The World Affair. Council needs 
volunteers to help out with the Fall Se-
ries programs - bringing materials to 
the hall, helping set up, taking registra-
tions, and helping clear the hall and 
closing up. The series If being held at 
USM on Tuesday evenings. For more 
information, call the Center for Volun-
tary Action at 874-1015. 
Hi.toric Preservation at Victo-
rian Mansion Sep 22, 5:30-7 pm. 
ThiS tour includes parts of the mansion , 
not usually open to the public and in-
cludes a diSCUSSion of past and future 
restoration projects . $5. For more in-
formation, call 774-5561 . 
Public lecture at the Portland School 
of Art, 619 Congress. On Sep 22, 7 pm . 
Metalsmith PatriCia Daunis-Dunning will 
speak. Free. For more Information, call 
775-3052. 
Financial planning IS the tOpiC of a 
program planned by the Southern Maine 
Chapter of Maine Media Women on Sep 
28 at 11:30 am at the Seamen's Club In 
Portland. "Planning for the Future ' 
What's on Your FinanCial Horizon" is the 
topic of the presentation . 410 for 
members, $12 for non-members RSVP 
by Sep 22 to Barbara Duff at 774-6016. 
Cushing Island Tour Sep 24. A 
chance to tour this turn-of-the-century 
community which is usually only 
accessible to residents and their 
guests. $25 fee indudes transportation 
and a light box lunch. 9:30 am-l :30 pm . 
For more information, call Greater 
Portland Landmarks at 774-5561 . 
Lecture "Life In Shakespeare's 
England" Sep 27, 1 pm in Luther 
Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Free 
and open to the public. For more infor-
mation, call 780-5480. 
.lung Seminar "Symbols of the Un-
conscIous: Analysis and Interpretation-
Sep 27, 4 pm in the Faculty Room, 
Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. 
Historic American Houses Sep 
28, 10:15 am. The third of a five-part 
series "Museums: Collections, Archi-
tecture, and Historic Houses" offered 
by the Portland Museum of Art. Archi-
tectural historian Kenneth Severens will 
give a class on American houses with 
tegard to their Italian and English 
precedents. The classes are $7 each 
for museum members and $8 for non-
members; $30 for members for the en-
tire series, $35 for non-members. To 
register, call 775-6148. 
Networking Skills is the topic of a 
panel discussion being given at the first 
meeting of the Business Women 's 
Network of Maine Sep 28, 6 pm at Merry 
Manor, For reservations and more in-
formation , call Lindy Botto at The 
Bayview Group at 774-3798. 
Public lecture Sep 29, 7 pm at the 
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress, 
Portland. Tonight's lecture being given 
by ceramist Jeff Oestereich. Free. For 
more information, call 775-3052, 
PCB Chemlalry: Environmental Con-
cerns and Chemical Solutions, Lecture 
given by Daniel Brunelle, Corporate 
Research and Development, GE on 
Sep 29, 4 pm Cleveland Hall, room 123, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
P_ple, PCs and Productivity Sep 
29 at the Holiday Inn by the Bay in 
Pordand. Third annual conference on 
personal computer technology is spon-! 
sored by USM Department of Commu-
nity Programs, The conference will of-
fer instruction is using PCs to maximize 
investment in people and technology. 
$85 indudes lunch, materials and all 
presentations. For more information, 
call 874-6500. 
Lecture "A Bit on the Side" Sep 
29, 7 pm with actors from London Stage 
in the New Classroom Building, room 
113, USM Pordand. Free and open to 
the public. For more information, call 
780-5480. 
Lecture ''Wage .lustice: Compara-
ble Worth and the Paradox of Techno-
cratic Reform- Sep 30, 8 pm in Daggett 
Lounge, Wentworh Hall , Bowdoin Col-
lege, Brunswick. 
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The Photo Finish 
Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab 
SPECIALIZING IN: 
Copying old and faded photographs 
Photo restorations 
Black and white proceSSing and printing 
Internegatives/B&W prints from colored slides 
10 Exchange Street, Rm,207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861 
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CONSTRUCTIVE SOLUTIONS ... 
DeCOkft1 pl\ne 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
NEW HOMES REMODELING 
ADDITIONS DECKS 
FINE WOODWORKING 
ESTIMATING & MATERIALS 
TAKE OFF SERVICE 
'PROFESSIONAL COATING, APPLICATION & DESIGN 
AVAILABLE BY CHIP 'N DALE PAINTING 
766-2438 
Fabulous French Films 






From the novel by Marcel Pagnol 
A Fll..M BY CLAUDE BERRI 
"SENSATIONAL, ONE OF 
MY FAVORITES TillS YEAR." 
Gene Siskel, 
SISKEL & EBERT 
AT THE MOVIES 
"AN ENTHRALLING FILM, 








From the novel by Marcel Pagnol 
A FILM BY CLAUDE BERRI 
"A FOUR COURSE EPIC FEAST." 
David Anscn, 
NEWSWEEK 
"A GREAT MOVIE' 
Roger Ebert, 
SISKEL & EBERT 
AT THE MOVIES 
PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION 
~VlDroPORTV 
Low 
Rates ~:~bershiP I Jol.l'l,.."JI, ~l.ltOtzj... 
Lower Lobby VJ l/' / ;>V- Open 7 days 
151 MiddleSt 773 1999 
Portland, Maine -












































Hundreds of Related Items Too Numerous to Mention 
260 Commercial St Portland 773-5677 
September 22, 1 
by Joe Saltzman 
THE PERFECT FILM COUPLE 
Nick and Nora 
The best part of home video 
is being able to view films long 
lost to memory or last seen on 
late-night TV in mutilated 
prints cut up for commercial 
breaks that come every 10 min-
utes, 
And that brings us to Nick 
and Nora , 
Nora: (Commenting on a 
woman she has seen her hus-
band with) "Pretty girl." 
Nick: (Agreeing) "Very nice 
type." 
Nora: "You've got types?" 
Nick: "Only you, darling. 
Lanky brunettes with thick 
jaws." 
A good case can be made that 
Nick and Nora Charles, the 
wickedly sophisticated hus-
band and wife detective team 
that' burst upon the scene in 
1934 in "The Thin Man" 
changed America's perception 
of what married life could be-
and should be. 
Here, finally, were two witty 
people, in love and married, 
just as clever and affectionate 
after marriage -as their single 
screen counterparts were be-
fore marriage. This was a radi-
cal concept in the 1930s when 
directorW.s. VanDykedecided 
to put the Dashiell Hammett 
characters in the movies, Sharp 
cookies like William Powell and 
Myrna Loy, who played the 
"retired" detective and his heir-
ess wife, were usually single, 
sexy heroes who didn't marry, 
if they married at all, until the 
fade out. 
Not Nick and Nora. 
Here were two matureadults 
cavorting on the scene, bicker-
ing, trading one-liners, obvi-
ously enjoying each other's 
company, They did everything 
worldly married couples do 
except sleep in one bed - in 
those years, everyone in the 
movies, even married couples, 
slept in twin beds. 
The grand surprise is that 
Nick and Nora, deliciously 
played by Powell and Loy, are 
just as wonderful company 
today as they were 50 years 
ago. MGM/UAhas released the 
entire "Thin Man" series of six 
films on videocassette, uni-
formly packaged and priced at 
under $25 each. It's the ilext 
best thing to heaven. 
"The Thin Man" (1934, 93 
minutes, tape and laser video 
disc) was shot in 16 days and 
opened to sensational reviews, 
It was a box-office smash, and 
Powell and the film received 
Academy Award nominations 
(another classic, Frank Capra's 
"It Happened One Night," and 
star Clark Gable won the Os-
cars that year), Watching "The 
Thin Man" on the small screen, 
it is still the best of champagne 
-all sparkling and so agreeable 
to the senses that the rather 
overwrought plot can be easily 
ignored, 
Albert Hackett and Frances 
G-oodrich fashioned the daring 
repartee and fast-movmg 
screenplay from the more seri-
ous Hammett novel. (A fter N1ck 
is wounded fighting the good 
fight, he opens the morning 
paper, looks at the front page 
and says, "I'm a hero, I was 
shot twice in the Tribune," 
Nora : "1 read you were shot 
five times in the tabloids." Nick: 
"It's not true, He didn't come 
anywhere near my tabloids.") 
Here was a married couple 
who had a sense of humor about 
each other, who drank more 
than today's health-conscious 
generation would allow, and 
who still had time to face dan-
ger (Nick knocks out Nora to 
get her out of the line of fire) 
and solve a mystery, Add a 
surrogate child (the perfect 
child, silent and housebroken) 
in the guise of a wire-hair ter-
rier, Asta, and you have the 
perfect symbol of wedded bliss. 
Incidentally, the name of the 
film and the series has little 
meaning, The "thin man" is not 
Nick Charles, but an eccentnc 
inventor (played by Edward 
Ellis) whose disappearance sets 
the plot in motion. He's later 
killed off, Yet "The Thin Man" 
remained in each title to remind 
audiences that Nick and Nora 
were back again. 
"The Thin Man" and its se-
quel, "After the Thin' Man" 
(1936, 107 minutes), are glori-
ous romps. It's also fun seeing 
young actors who would go on 
to more fame and fortune in-
cluding Jimmy Stewart, Donna 
Reed and Cesar Romero, 
Director Van Dyke was re-
sponsible for two more films, 
but they never equaled the 
bubbling qualityofthe first two. 
One problem is that the Char-
lesesare given a real fles1-)-and-
blood human child, who along 
with Asta, threatens to tum the 
series into "Ozzie and Harriet" 
solve a crime. 
The third film, "AnotherThin 
Man" 0939, 101 minutes) was 
the last to be based on a Ham-
mett story and holds up pretty 
well. Nick Jr. is an infant and 
pretty much stays out of the 
way. "ShadowoftheThin Man" 
(1941, 97 minutes), features Sam 
Levene as the police detective 
and a very young Donna Reed, 
but is a surprisingly routine 
horseracing-gambling story, 
Nick Jr, gets bigger and more 
annoying, 
Although Powell and Loy 
remain as ingratiating as ever, 
the series turns into a predict-
ablesitcom with "The Thin Man 
Goes Home" (1944, 100 min-
utes). Nickand Nora go back to 
the small town where Nick's 
parents live. High-lIving, witty 
sophisticates should stay where 
they belong - in skyscraper 
cities drinking and solving 
mysteries, 
The last in the series, "Song of 
the Thin Man" (1947, 86 min-
utes), is better. It features a fine 
supporting cast including Glo-
ria Grahame, Keenan Wynn, 
Leon Ames and Ralph Morgan. 
Dean Stockwell makes an ap-
pealing Nick Jr, and even Asta 
seems to have gotten back her 
city smarts. 
MGM/UA has done a fine 
job packaging, and the videos, 
prepared from 35mm prints, 
have the crispness and polish 
of the original theatrical prints. 
"The Thin Man's" popularity 
influenced married life on the 
screen for decades to come. 
Nick and Nora, without Powell 
and Loy, became a fixture on 
radio and television. Besides the 
six films, Powell and Loy recre-
ated their roles for two "Lux 
Radio Theatre" productions 
(available on audio tape). 
The idea that wedded life can 
be the greatest of fun may be 
just as revolutionary a lesson 
for the video generation as it 
was for the 1930s movie-goers. 
Nora had the money and the 
kind of husband to be as inde-
pendent as she wanted to be, 
Nick loved her for who and 
what she was, not for what she 
could do for him and the family 
unit. The concept, revolution-
ary on film a half century ago, 
seems as modern as last 
month's copy of Ms. magazine, 
Joe Saltzman wr~es on media and 
music. He is the chairman of the School 













Panel DiscusslQn on Women's 
Studies ' Women's Studies: Insti-
tutional Support and Developments in 
Scholarship' Sep 30, 4 pm in Moulton 
Union, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
Can you write? The Center for 
Voluntary Action is looking for a tal-
ented writer to prepare copy weekly for 
corporate and organizational newslet-
ters. Feature and promotional writing 
expenence would be useful. TIme com-
mitment would depend on responsibili-
ties assumed. For more information 
call the Center for Voluntary Action a't 
874-1015. 
Lightship Nantucket is berthed at 
the SMVTI Campus in South Portland. 
Open to the public Wed-Sun, to am-4 
pm. $3, $1 .50 for children. 
Family Crisis Shelter is looking for 
volunteers to work with battered women 
and children . Many direct service op-
portunities available. Training begins 
Sep 26. For more information, call 
874-1198. 
PeaceWalk 88 10-kilometer walks all 
around Maine on Oct 16 to promote a 
variety of peace issues. Interested 
parties may contact PeaceWalk 88 at 
7.13-1782 for further information , to 
sign up for walk, to sponsor walkers, or 
to volunteer with a variety of activities 
both in the weeks prior to the walks and 
on the day of the event. 
Police Chief Michael Chitwood 
and Portland Area legislators will be the 
guest speaker's at the Portland Demo-
cratic City Committee meeting Sep 22, 
7 pm at Franklin Towers, Franklin Arte-
rial and Cumberland Ave, Portland. The 
topic will be "What can the Legislature 
do to help the Portland Police?" Coffee 
and desert afterward. 
The Hidden Face of the 
Philippines A lecture by Christian 
Carter, founder of Grassroots Interna-
tional, a Cambridge-based human 
rights, development and peace advo-
cacy group. Sep 26, 7:30 pm in Beam 
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bow-
doin College, Brunswick. 
Peace Vigil every Wed at noon. Mon-
ument Square, PorUand. 
Sex Quiz Sep 22-24, 9:30 am-9 :30 pm 
The Southern Coastal Family Planning 
booth at the Health & Leisure Show at 
the Maine Mall will be offering a sex 
quiz for teenagers to promote teenage 
pregnancy prevention . Prizes for 
correct answers, education for 
incorrect answers. 
The Dial Info program of Ingraham 
Volunteers , Inc. will offer training 
classes on Sat mornings in Oct for 
those interested in becoming volunteer 
crisis intervention counsellors . Dial 
Info is a state licensed mental health 
emergency line providing 24 hour a day 
service to residents of Cumberland 
County. Application materials can be 
obtained by calling Ingraham Volun-
teers at 874-1055. 
Sufi Meditation Sep 25, 6:30-8 pm in 
the Upper Auditorium at Mercy Hospi-
tal, Portland. The classes are free and 
open to the pUblic. An introduction to 
Sufi meditation and the teachings of 
Hazrat Inayat Khan . Each session will 
include music, a breathing practice, 
guided meditation and readings. This 
session will focus on practices with 
light and the reading is 'What is Su-
fism?' For more information, call 
657-2605. 
Adult children of alcoholics and 
eating disorders is the topic 01 this 
month's meeting of the New England 
Eating Disorders (NEED) Program. Sep 
27, 7:30 pm at Westbrook Community 
Hospital, 40 Parlk Rd, Westbrook. Free 
and open to the public. For more infor-
mation, call 761-0128. 
Become a Buddy to • person 
with AIDS Merrymeeting AIDS Sup-
port Services (M.A.S.S) will conduct a 
Buddy training in Brunswick Fri evening 
and all day Sat, Oct 14-15 and 28-29. 
You must attend both weekends to 
take part in the program. Applications 
for the program must be complete by 
Sep 30. Participants are asked to make 
a one-year commitment. For information 
and an application, call the AIDS Pro-
ject at 774-6877 or Julie Zimmerman of 
M.A.S.S. at 725-4955. 
The Barron Center is looking for 
volunteers to act as group activities 
assistants, Help with set-up and clean-
up of .scheduled activities (sing-along, 
exerCise, games, ect.) and assist resi -
dents participating in activities. You 
need a willingness to work with this 
special group of people. Time involve-
ment is 1:15-3:15 pm each weekday . 
For more information, call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
Portland Boys and Girls Club is 
looking for a volunteer to assist in the 
Ouiet Room. The hours are flexible 
anytime Tue-Fri, 3-7 pm. Qualification~ 
include a high school diploma and some 
experience working with children. Some 
help With basic homework or assistance 
with simple craft projects may be 
among the responsibilities . For more 
information, call the Center for Volun-
tary Action at 874-1015. 
Meditation for Women every Mon 
at the Ouaker Meeting House, Forest 
Ave, Portland. Guided meditation and 
ritual. For more information, contact the 
Feminist Spiritual Community at 
773-2294. 
The AIDS Project, 48 Deering, Port-
land, lists many support groups around 
Portland for PWAs and the lovers 
caregivers and friends of PWAs. Fo; 
more information, call 774-6877. 
Enerjoy Aerobic classes at 10 different 
locations throughout Greater Portland. 
Classes ongoing. $4 per class. For 
more information, 797-0484. 
• • • 
For your health 
Health Information Sarles 
Westbrook Community Hospital 




October 4, 7 pm 
First Aid Measures for 
Todays Active Person 
October 11, 7 pm 
Eating for a Healthy Heart 
November 1, 7 pm 
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia 
November 8, 7 pm 
Women'. Health Series 
Mercy Hospital 
144 State Street, PorUand 
879-3486 
Menopause: The Changing 
Face of ''The Change" 
October 5, 7 pm 
Cholesteral and a Healthy Heart 
October 19, 7 pm 
A Discussion of Breast Cancer 
and Mommography 
October 26, 7 pm 
Women and Plastic Surgery 
November 9, 7 pm 
Both series are free 
and open to the public 
• • • 
Danceworks Fitness Classes In 
the Public Safety Building Gym, Port-
land. Classes include calisthenics, 
choreographed dance and body sculp-
turing with free weights. Mon and Thu, 
5:30-7 pm. $4 per class. For more in-
formation, call 846-6030. 
Aikido at Cathedral of the Immaculate 
Conception, 307 Congress , Portland. 
Gain strength, flexibility , coordination, 
balance, relaxation and concentration . 
Come observe a class . Free trial class. 
Tue and Thu at 6:30 and Sat at 3, 4:15. 
$40Imonth. For more information, call 
lifeli ne at 780-41 70. 
l': 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride ev-
ery Thursday at 6 pm. 10-20 miles. 
Meet at Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scar-
borough. After ride join the group for a 
pizza. For more information, call 
799-1085. 
Sunday River Whitecap Bush. 
whack Sep 24 with the Sierra Club. 
The trip is five miles long, but going 
through the woods is more difficult than 
hiking on a trail. For more information, 
call 645-3677. 
The Woodcock: A Species at 
Risk A slide program highlighting criti-
cal factors such as habitat loss, tainted 
food sources and climate changes that 
effect the health of woodcock popula-
tion. Sep 29, 7:30-9 pm at the L.L. bean 
Casco St Conference Center in 
Freeport. 
Rowing to Antarctica Sep 30, 7:30 
pm. Free public clinic at the L.L. Bean 
Casco Street Conference Center, 
Freeport. 
Naturalist Walk at Coleman 
Farm Oct 1, 1-3 pm . A Guided walk to 
a salt marsh edge. Meet at the corner of 
Pennelville and Middle Bay roads in 
Brunswick, 
Eagle Crag Hike Oct 1 with the Sierra 
Club. A moderate day hike in the Evans 
Notch region of the Whit Mountain Na-
tional Parlk. For more information, call 
562-8278. 
White Mountain Geology Oct 1-2 
Learn about and visit places of geologic 
interest in the White Mountains. Of-
fered by the Appalachian Mountain 
Club. For more information , call 603-
466-2727. 
Bow Hunting Primer Sep 28, 7:30-9 
pm at the L.L. Bean Casco St Confer-
ence Center in Freeport. Overview of 
getting started in the sport, update on 
the latest equipment and gear, in-the-
field tips and techniques for safe and 
enjoyable bow hunting for newcomers 
and experienced alike. Free. 
Bruins vs. Flyers Exhibition game 
Sep 28, 7:35 pm at the Civic Center. 
Tickets are $101$12 and are available 
at the box office and all Ticketron Out-
lets. 
Cape Elizabeth Bike Tour Oct 1 
with Greater Portland Landmarks. A 
leisurely ride will accommodate the be-
ginning cyclist , while viewing the 
Cape's scenic roads and historic sites. 
The ride begins at Fort Williams Park at 
lOam and continues for three hours 
with frequent stops. $8 for members of 
Landmarlks, $10 for non-members. For 
more information, call 774-5561. 
Basketball at Riverton Community 
Center, 1600 Forest, Pordand. Drop in . 
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1 .50 residents , 
$2.50 non-residents . For more informa-
tion , call 775-5451 x300. 
Volleyball at Reiche Community Cen-
ter, 166 Brackett, Portland. Drop in. 
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1.50 residents, 
$2.50 non-residents . For more informa-
tion , call 775-5451 x300. 
Walt Disney's World of Ice 
through Sep 25 at the Civic Center. 
Tickets are $10.501$8.50 and are 
available at the box office and at all 
TIcketron outlets. Sep 22, 7 pm; Sep 
23-24,4 and 8 pm ; Sep 25, 1 and 5 pm. 
Kids Walk at Bradbury Mountain Oct 1 
with the Sierra ClUb. Easy half-day trip 
for kids ages 5-8. For more information, 
call 773-5151. 
Mothers and children are invited to 
participate in the Play Group Program 
at the Jewish Home for the Aged. The 
children have time to play with their 
peers in the company of the elderly and 
the mothers are free to perform volun-
teer duties. Training in reality orienta-
tion will be provided. For more informa-
tion, call the Center for Voluntary Ac-
tion at 874-1015. 
Preschool Story Time (3-5 year 
olds), Mon and Wed at 10:30 am. Finger 
Fun for Babies, Wed at 9:30 am . Tales 
for Twos, Friday at 10 :30 am. Portland 
Public Library, 5 Monument Square, 
Portland. For more information, call 
773-4761. 
Sponge Painting Sep 22, 27-29 at 10 
am and 1 pm at the Children's Resource 
Center, 741 Stevens Ave, Portland. $1 
per child. Register by calling 725-0525. 
Art Afterschool program at the 
Portland Museum of Art begins Thu, 
Sep 22. Classes will introduce the chil -
dren to drawing, painting, sculpture and 
printmaking . Thursdays , Sep 22-Oct 
27, 3:30-5:30 pm. For kids ages 8-12 . 
The cost for the enti re series is $30 for 
museum members, $40 for non-mem-
bers (single classes are $7 for mem-
bers , $9 for non-members). To register, 
call the museum's education office at 
775-6148. 
Spring Point Pottery Hand-building 
clay classes for kids . Call Nancy at 
7.13-0494 or 767-1350. 
Children's stories at the Ponland 
Observatory on Munjoy Hill every 
Wednesday at 1 pm . Sponsored by the 
Enchanted Forest Bookstore and read 
by Kathy Shechan. Free with admission 
to the Observatory, $4 adults, 35 cents 
for children. 
Stories for kids at Prince Memorial 
library in Cumberland. Wed, 10:30 am, 
stories for two and three year olds. Thu, 
10:30 am, stories for three to five year 
olds. Starting Fri, Sep 23 at 1:30 pm, an 
eight-week story-art program for 
kindergartners. For more information, 
call 829-3180. 
Flicks for kids at the Portland Public 
library in Monument Sq. For children of 
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 
am . Free. For more information , 
call 773-4761. 
Looking for a pet? If you are plan-
ning to get a new pet, call or visit the 
Animal Refuge League, 449 Stroudwa-
ter, Westbrook. Puppies, kittens, dogs 
and cats of all sizes, colors and ages. 
Open 9 am-4 pm, Mon-Sal. The Animal 
Refuge league also offers a meeting 
room and educational programs for 
area schools, 4H Clubs , $couts, dog 
clubs, and community and animal re-
lated organizations. For more informa-








September 28 at 8 pm 
$8/$5 
Reservation: 786-6161 
Funded by the NIJw f1IgUrtd FounMtIOI'Iirx me Am. me NBoon.I 




Great! We distribute 16,000 papers 
each week at more than 300 sites, 
from Scarborough to Brunswick 
and Cape Elizabeth to Gorham. So 
whenever you're circulating, get 
your hands on a hot copy of 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
.. 
You need it yesterday, We'll have itforyou tomorrow, 
That fast, Any size sign, Lettering up to 13", Your 
choice of color and typestyle, Computer cut vinyl 
lettering, Whatever your sign age needs. Tomorrow, 
That fast 
243 Falmouth Road 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 COMPANY 
$5.00 OFF PURCHASE OF $50.00 OR MORE 
PORTLAND OUTER CONGRESS SCARBOROUGH 
DOWNTOWN Anania's Variety , Mobil Pat's Pizza, Oak Hill 
Franklin Towers, City Mart, Pratt-Abbot! Redemption Center, 
Hall, Port Billiards, Laundromat, Ramada May tag Laundry, 
Portland Public library, Inn, Portland Jetport; Arlber~ Ski & Sport 
Geno's, Village Green Shop, ero's Sandwich 
Smoke Sh~, WASHINGTON ShO~ Mobil Mart, The 
Bookland, affle's Cafe AVE. Wtc Good Restau-
Bookstore, The Magic Portland Dry Cleaning rant; 
Muffin, Brooks Donuts, & Laundry, Quattrucci's 
Sonesta Hotel, Terra Variety, laRosa's WESTBROOK 
Firma, Enterprise Rec- Marlket, Charlie 's, Coyne's varie~, Parlk 
ords, Portland School Portland House of Place Variety, at's 
of Art, Atomic Cut 'n Pizza, Allen's Corner Variety, RSVP Discount 
Curl, Ye Olde Pancake Coffee ShO£, Amato's, Beverage, Marty's, 
Shop~, USM-PorUand Bookland, ddie's Vari- Hinesy's, Art's Variety 
Hall, oliday Inn By ety Store; Store, Pratt-Abbott 
The Bay, Food Court at Laundromat, Shop 'n 
One City Center, FOREST AVE. Talk ; 
Anthonbs City Center Tortilla Flat, Papa's 
News, ully's Pancake Place, Moran's Marlket, FALMOUTH 
Kitchen, D6e(S Variety, Aceto's Variety, Sam's Town LandinB Market 
Back Ba~ nil, Union Harbor Lunch, Pizza Pratt-Abbott ry Clean-
Wharf C andlery, Joint, Ocean Ave. ers, Falmouth House of 
Chroma, Portland Wine Variety, penr;rwise Piua, The Book 
& Cheese, Rise and Market, RSV Discount Review, Page's 
Shine Bakery, Zootz, Beverage, Raoul 's Country Store; 
Alberta's Restaurant, Roadside Attraction 
Madd Apple Cafe; Amato's, Westbrook YARMOUTH 
OLD PORT 
College, Pompeo's Birchwood Restaurant, 
The Right Ban~ue 
Italian Villa, Ouality Burgess' Market, Mobil 
Scooters, Lovel 's 'Ex- Shc;e' McCarthy's 
Mart, Donatelli 's Vari-
change, Ben & Jerz's , 
Ma et, Corsetti's, Mr. ety, Harbour Books, 
Bagel, The Great Lost Gillespie Farms Bakery 
Dos Locos, Quick tix, Bear, The Washtub II , & Coffee Shop, Andy's 
Old Port Grocery, 10 The Place, Hall of Handy Store, Queen of 
Exchanse St, A Bar of Fame Omelets The Hearts, Main SI. An-
Soap, A's, Bad Habits, Artisans, Pier l' ti~ues , Pars Pizza, 
Kenned~StudiOs , Imports, Walkabout; Bll's Pizza, Maine 
Bazar, oks Etc., Ex- Tourism Center; 
change Club, Moose 
Alley, Portland BRIGHTON AVE. FREEPORT 
Regen~, Old Port USM-Campus Center Fre~~t Inn, Freeport Gener Store, Erik's USM-Law School, ' Inn afe , Levinsky's, 
Anastasia's, Bayview' 
Cruises, J's Oyster Bar 
USM-Luther Bonney The Skiers Choice, 
Longfellow Lines, ' 
Hall, USM-Payson Freeport Antique Mall, 
Creighton's Country 
Smith Hall, Corsetti's, CoasUine Inn, Maggie's 
Store, Dry Dock Casco 
Osteo~thic Hospital , General Store, Freeport 
e:r. Unes Ferry 'Termi- X-tra rt, Full Belly Variety, The Cookie Deli, Howard Johnson 's Lady, Bow SI. Market, 
n ,Green Mountain Motor Lodge, The Leighton's, The Falcon 
Coffee Roasters, Canal 
Plaza Cafeteria, Rose 
Bounty, Days Inn, Holi- Restaurant, Ben & 
Cottage Shop, Bon 
day Inn West; Jerry's, The Pantry; 
Vivant, Wharf SI. Cafe, BRUNSWICK 
Port Rendezvous, The Mobil Mart, Tess' Mar-
Cookie Lady, Mariners SOUTH PORTLAND ket, R~ional Memorial 
Church Bake1' Bob's MILL CREEK! Hospita , Bowdoin Col-
Barlber Shop, ore SI. BROADWAY lege, Tontine Mall, 
Deli, Lucky Strike Bookland, Uncle Andy's Day's News & Variety, 
CIOthint Videoport, PIC & Pay, Nano's Vari- Broadw~ Delicates-
PubliC fety Buildin~ ety, Bike & Blade, Mr. sen, Me an's 
Sub City, Sun Capsu ' Bagel, Piua Joint, Bookshop, Amato's, 
Tanning Salon; Pratt-Abbott Dry Clean-
EAST END 
ers, Ship Shape, Ben & Jerry's, Gulf of 
Broadway Marlket, Maine Books, Morning 
DiPietro's, Silly 's, The Green Gables Conven- Glory Natural Foods, 
Corner Store, Bruni's ience Store, Quarter- The Shed, Pizza Joint, 
Marlket, Squeaky Clean deck Grocery, Sam Uncle Tom's Marlket, 
laundromat, Breggy's, DiPietro's, South Port- Auto Plus ; 
Renee's Varie.r, land House of Pizza 
Liliana's Laun romat, Lighthouse Deli, Market GORHAM 
The Whole Grocer, Basket, Campbell's Amato's, USM-Bailey 
Quattrucci's Superette, Market, Amato'S; Hall, USM-Bookstore, 
Mr. T's , Carlson & USM-Upton Hall , USM-
Turner Books, Lookin ' MAIN STREET Cafeteria; 
Good Laundromat, Bri's Vari-a-teria, And at these Shop 'n Paul 's Food Store, Broderick's, Main SI. 
Amato's, levinsky's, Variety , Howard Save Supermarkets 
Tommy's Hardware; Johnson's Motor Inn, 
Forest Ave. in Portland 
Cottage Road and Phil: 
WEST SIDE Days Inn, Travelodge brook Road in South 
Alberta's Cafe, Aunti 
Palzelli's, Southside ' PorUand, Main St. in 
Leoni's , Buono Marlket, 
Cleaners ; Westbrook, US Route 1 
Chuck's Variety, MAINE MALL 
in Scaroorougtr, Shop-
Coyne's Variety, Good South PorUand Motor 
pers Village in Yar-
Dar. Marlket, Good Egg mouth, Maine St. in 
Ca e, Harbor Terrace, Inn, Hampton Inn, Brunswick, and Main 
Harbor View Variety, 
Coastline Inn, St. in Gorham ; 
Booksmith, Bookland, longfellow Laundro- Comfort Inn, Anthony's, and these Shaw's mat, Maine Medical 
Center, Marole Bar, 
Eastern Mountain Supermarkets 
Sports, Port Bake-
Mellen St. Marlket, house; 
Nor!hgate, Westgate, 
Mercy Hospital, and the Pine Tree 
Merdek's, Que-Me, CAPE ELIZABETH 
Sh::f.Ping Plaza in 
Po and, Millcreek and Momma D's, Pap's, Cape Shore Pharmacy Western Ave. in South Pine St. Variety, Soap Cape Shore Variety , PorUand, and the 
Bubble laundromat, Cookie Jar Pastry , Falmouth Shopping Suitsmi, Terroni's, The 
Tree Cafe, Vaughan St. 
Shop, Cape Elizabeth Center in Falmouth 
House of Pizza, Pond 
Variety, Vespucci 's, Cove IGA, Rudy's of 
Vinny's Variety, Wash- the Cape, Inn by the 
board Laundry, West Sea; 
Side Restaurant, 
Woodfords Cafe , Coa .. 
Corner Store, Union 
Station Fitness Depot; 
September 22, 1 '88 21 
the real p..~~Je 
------------------~- ---------------------~ 
VASE TO VASE 
Each of Ihe numbered vases at the right 
contains the profiles of two lettered char ac-
ters listed below. 
al Jay Leno 
bl Michael Dukakls 
cl Ronald Regan 
dl Fidel Castro 
el Henry Kissinger 
f) Mikhail Gorbachev 
g) Croucho Marx 
h) Charlton Heston 
i) Abraham Lincoln 
II Spencer Tracy 
kl Fearle .. Fosdick 
I) Bob Dylan 
m) Marlon Brando 
n) Katharine Hepbum 
01 Chico Mar" 
pi Ingrid Bergman 
q) Playboy 
r) Woody AUen 
s) Uncle Sam 
tl Dick Tracy 
u) Elvis Presley 
v) The New Yorker 
w) George Bush 
x) Humphrey Bogart 
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• 1G88 United Feature Syndicate. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
If so, there could be a $20 gUt certifi cate 
for Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or 
tickets for two on Longfeilow Crwse Lines 
(second prize). Winners will be selected 
from among the correct entries by a ran-
dom drawing. Contestants are ineligible to 
WID more than one prize in a four-week 
span, and only one entry is allowed per 
contestant. 
Ail entries for this week's Real Puzzle 
must be received by noon Wednesday, 
September 28. The solution to this week 's 
Real Puzzle will appear in the October 6 
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best 
guess to: 
The Real Puzzle /I 17 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
• '988 United Feature Syndicate. 
Ii WAS AFTER DINNER ON THE LAST SUIlOil~ 
B~Fo(te TilE flll.Sl I)II~ OF S'l\oo~. WE WEP-E 
PI.A~ING Oup. "EGU~AR I<ICKSALL GAME IN 
THE STReET ANP If .WAS STARTING TO GeT 
OAPo\< . E"E9-'1SQVI~ WAS THERE. 
fVe~'::lONc KEPT SHOUTING JUST It. Sf(, 
IN It. MINUr~ MOM I'M COMIIIG MoM SlIT I , 
NO ONe CO\J~D STAN1> TO I.E.....,!: BeFO~E 
TKe~ GOT 1l\el~ i\JR-N, NOW IT WAS So 
OAIt~ Yo\.! (OULO ~~RD\..'::l SEI: 1iie SAloL. 
FtNALL,:), IT WAS M'::l UPS . I WAS THe 
I..AST 
T HE SOLlJIlON TO REAL P UZZLE No. 15 
Not too many people see well in th e 
dark. Out of the overwhelming stack of 
seven entries only two were correct. By a 
completely random process, first prizegoes 
to David Simpson of Peaks Island and sec-
ond prize goes to Candy Kilberth and Joe 
Hooper of Portland. 

























E'~£N TilE TEENA(;lR.S WHO COU~D ~ WERE 
1\'I~~e . TilE rEAMS 60'- So BIG, yo~ HAD TIl 
WAIl FoP.EV~R ,lUST TO 6fT Youll UPS. 1'-
KEPT GEt\'ItiG OAIl){EI1. AWD O ... Rl<ER. 
PRE~~ SOON 11\! MOMS -STAP-TE-!> ToCME OUT 
ON TilE To Po('IlE S To o,~~ 1\1£ DIFF£ltnrr 
N""'ES OF uS TO CO~~ HoME. 
WHE?N nlE TEENAUell- RICHARD ROU.~D 
THE SAL\.. ill ME I I COU~D lIeAII. My M~M 
STAItT TO CALL M~ NAME. , I SACKED uP 
To MAKE l)lE HA~OcST I(t,K OF M~ I"IFE. 
\VHEN MY FOOT TOU 'HED 1l-\E BALl- EVEf1.~ 
SlPoEH LIGHT ON Tile B~OLK SUI>DEN l-l1 
CAhlE ON AT ONCfO AN!> M~ 6ItOiHE'J' 
';lEl-~ED I {,OflT!l60T IT! AND WE AL.L 
STOOD Sll\.L WATC,I\\NG HtM WtTH HIS 
A~s UP IN TIlE AIR WA\TING ro MAKe 
























lost & found 
CLASSIFIED POLICY 
Here's how to reach the 
many readers of C B W 
with your dassified ad: (1) 
Mail your ad; (2) Drop 
your ad off in person; or 
(3) Phone your ad in to our 
Classified HotLine, 
772·6672, using your 
Visa or Mastercard. All 
classified ads must be 
paid for in advance. 
Consult our Classified 
Ad Fonn to determine 
the total cost of your ad. If 
you derive regular ir come 
from the subiect(s) of your 
classified ad(s), you are 
considered a 'Business' 
entity for the purposes of 
determining your ad rate. 
' Found' items are pub-
lished free as a public 
service . 
Deadline for all types 
of classified advertising is 
Monday at Noon for the 
following Thursday's edi-
tion. Ads received after 
the deadline will run start-
ing with the next issue. 
CBW will not print full 
names, street addresses 
or phone numbers In the 
'Person to Person" cate-
gory. Those advertising 
under this heading must 
either provide a Post Of-
fice Box number in their ad 
or use the CBW Box 
Service. All information 
pertaining to 'Person to 
Person" advertisers and 
respondents is kept 
strictly confidential. 
CBW Box Service is 
offered for the con-
venience and confi-
dentiality of advertisers in 
our classified categories. 
Responses to CBW box-
holders are usually for-
warded within 48 hours. 
Casco Bay Weekly re-
serves the right to cate-
gorize, refuse or edit ads. 
CBW shall not be liable for 
errors or omissions in, or a 
failure to insert, any 
advertisement for which it 
may be responsible , 
beyond actual space 
occupied by the ad in 
which error, omission or 
failure to insert occurred. 
Classified ads are not 
refundable. 
musical instruments, etc. 
notices 










for rent. apartments 
for rent. houses 
for rent. office 
for rent. retail 
for rent. vacation 
for sale. commercial 









20' x 40' modd er t Jme in 
beautiful aC'ul watArfront 
park, 10' 20' front 
screened por. h , carport, 
storage bldg & workshop. 
Fully furnished. A terrific, 
affordable winter retreat! 
$25,000, 761-7016 for info. 
HAVE YOU iust cleaned 
out your attic or your garage, 
and now you need to let pe0-
ple know you've got a lot of 
great stuff to sell? Place a 
classified in Casco Bay 
Weekly and you'll be chasing 
people away, Call the CBW 
Classified HoUine: 772-6672. 
1("'l$ilK~ 
ouses 
PEAKS ISLAND Winter 
rentals available, Sept-
June, $3751month and up. 
Call 772-6992, Peterson 
Realty, 
recrea Ion 
PING PONG· Interested 
in finding a regular ping-pong 
partner, I have table and 
location. Intermediate to 
advanced only, Please call 
Greg at 774-{)741, 
HEADING SOUTH? Let 
Casco Bay Weekly help you 
find the perfect winter tenant 
for your home. Call 772-
6672 to place your ad. 
FALL FOOTBALL, bas-
ketball, hockey, raquetball ... 
Trying to put a team together 
or find yourself a partner? 
Use the RECREATION clas-
sifieds for only $5 a week! 
IZ services 
Don't Wait Until Year End-
Get Your Bookkeeping Organized NOWI 
Call Today 
1IR..etwn To Basics" 
Full Range Bookkeeping Services 
(207) 767·6150 
• ReconSlruct Fmanclal Aeco rds 
• Fixed Asset and Insu rance Schedules 
• Prepare FmanClals 
402 Mllchell Road 
Cape Elizabeth. MaIne 04107 20 years cx pencnce 
~;' :' ~:-':':: 
ome services 
RADON AIR TEST KIT 
$25 each. On site test by 
technician within 15 miles of 
Portland, $39.95, Includes 
detector, placement, pick-up 
and report. 97% accurate 
Call Dana, 77 4-a 194. 
PAINTING beautiful 
homes for over 10 years . 
Very neat, meticulous and 
reliable. Specializing in color 
transformations . Refer-
ences. Free estimates. 871-
0287. 
n. S. HOLl'IES 
General Con.trtu>tor 






Locally based concem com-
bines safe, prompt service 
with the lowest rates. Free 









Residential & Commercial 
Driveways, Parking Lots 
Free Estimates 
1 e Years Experience 
ARE YOU TIRED OF_" 
" ,looking for a parking spacEr 
at the shopping center? 
,.,wa~lng In line at the grocery store? 
Then give me a call 
and I'll do It all for you, 
GROCERY 
LADY 
No errand Is too small! 
Groceries, prescriptions, 
dry c leaning, car repair, 
car reg lstra~on, etc. 
CALL ME AT 883-4856 
PORTLAND BAND seeks 
keyboard player and guitarist 
for original rock & covers , 
Experience and ideas wel-
come. Do yourself a favor 
and call Patti, 871-8087 or 
Chris, 775-2979. 
DRUMMER & GUITAR. 
1ST into power pop needed 
for guitarist and basist to 
form band, Vocals a plus. 
Call Joe, 773-2260 or Kevin , 
772-9074 evenings. 
BASS PLAYER looking to 
join band. Into R.E.M., Po-
lice, U2 or originals. Any-
thing but Top 40 and metal. 
Jams welcome. Call Rob 
(207) 892-9630, leave mes-
sage. 
MUSICIANS Need a band 
member? Need a band? Use 
the GIGS classifieds in 
CBW. We are ready to 
become your new "band-aid." 
Ii ,11 ti [iU II if'1i ill i ,(9 jlFW 
CLARINET Professional 
Model for sale. Selmer Se-
ries 10, like new. $800. Call 
Nancy at 772-1996. 
OOMPAH BANDS all 
booked? Accordion Plus has 
oompah polka and Dixieland 
bands for your Oktoberfest 
entertainment or any other 
ocassion. Call Sandy 772-
5636 or Jean 767-3542, 
RIDE WANTED Friday 
niteslSaturday mornings 
from Boston/Cambridge area 
to Portland, Sunday nites 
from Portland to Bostonl 
Cambridge area, 207-766-
5679; 617-354-7637. 
IF YOU'RE NOT advertis-
ing in Casco Bay Weekly , 
you're missing 40,000 enter-
tainment-hungry readers! 
A N()'PAIN. all-gain , all -
around good deal is what you 
get with a Casco Bay Weekly 
classified, It's simple, cheap 
and effective. What else 
needs be said? 
services 
MAINELY FRIENDS A 
very affordable match mak-
ing service, for all people. 
We offer low prices and high 
quality service. For more in-
formation write tel POB 251, 
Augusta, Maine 04330. 
DANCE EXERCISE Clas-
ses in South Portland. Mo 
Freeman teaches hi-Io in-
tensity, low-impact aerobics 
& toning. MorvWedlFri 7:30-
8:30 am. Located at the 
Rockwood Systems Center 
on 2nd Street. Call 772-
6421. 
MASSAGE THERAPY is 
now available at Bay Side 
Styling, 47 India Street, 
Portland. Elizabeth London, 
LP N is a graduate of the 
Portland School of Massage 
Therapy and a mem ber of the 
American Massage Therapy 
Association , Experience the 
many benefits of receiving 
massage therapy. Call 772-
8690 for an appointment 
PROGOFF INTENSIVE 
Journal Workshop, Colum-
bus Day Weekend, Discover 
a new world within . Call 
2071799-1024, 
BEGINNING ASTROL()' 
GY: This series will cover 
the 12 zodiacal signs with 
information on the corre-
sponding hcuses and a finaf 
class on the moons, For 
more information contact 
Gail Dutcher at 879-0813 . 
Class begins September 29, 
PLACE YOUR NOTICE 
on our classified pages and 
reach the 40,000 people who 
read Casco Bay Weekly! 
Endless Summer 
. "Protect Your Investment! 
Introductory Special: 
6 visits, Only $22 
SUNt~CAP5ULE'" 
~/JIf-~ THE loLTIWoTE TANNl"'" """HINE 
164 Middle Street, Portland 






supplements on the 
Planet at this time ... 
For product information 
please call or write : 
OCEANAURA 
P,O. box 15143 








- Indiana University gradu-
ate, new to Portland from 
NYC area, has openings 
available for '88-'89 season. 
Experienced instructor. Se-
rious students at any level, 
beginner to professional, 
accepted on audition-con-
ference basis. 774-8243 or 
871-9310. 
GREEN HOlJSE - STlJDJO I 
LOVE MUSIC? Start in-
strumental music lessons 
this fall in piano, drums, ac-
cordion or recorder All 
ages. Have car, will travel. 
Call Sandy 772-5636 or Jean 
767-3542. 
FRENCH LESSONS Ex-
perienced instructor from 
Paris will design personal 
lesson plan . Initial 
consultation to determine 
your ability is free. Call 773-
1076. 
GTE ANSWERING Ma-
chine, works, needs part, 
$20. TEAC cassette deck, 
needs new heads, $20. 
ROYAL manual typewriter, 
free. Call 773-7499. 
ROLEX DATEJUST 
Stainless and gold. Totally 
refurbished. Excellent con-
dibon. Days 774-3369, After 
6,799-7155, Ask for Ted. 
wees 
87 HYUNDAI EXEL GLS 
17,000 miles, 5-speed, bright 
red, sunroof, AMIFM cas-
sette, AIC, Thule rack and 
many other extras. $5500 or 
best offer. Must sell l Call 
Jim, 774-8052 
wan e 
BELL & HOWELL Micro-
Fit slide trays . Rectangular 
in shape (with lids) to work on 
B & H slide projector models 
713, 710. Any info? Call 
774-5490, leave message. 
QUEEN BOX SPRING 
wanted: reasonably priced, 
clean and in good condition , 
Call 871-8636, ask for 
Christoboe. 
'" .... IIl tu>Ceptlng p ....... • toulcmt. 
for fa" ._Ur, 0fIe6 6 . cut .. u. 
~ 
Elizabeth B. G .... n. Proprietor 
~ 
• Experienced Dalcroze/Kodaly instructor 
• BA In Piano Performance from 
Columbia University NY, NY 
• Member, MMTA 
FOR JffORE INI'ORJffATION CALL 77:e-6666 
BUMPER STICKER for 
sale : "Born Again Pagans 
For Bush". Send $4 w/name 
and address to : P.O. Box 
201, Cape Cottage, ME 
04107. 
SCANNER 8 channel 
crystal controlled Fanon 
Scanfare mobile, model M8-
HLU. Good condition , Needs 
power pack. $50. Call 775-
6601 days, ask for Monte. 
55 CHEVY All original 2-
door sedan hard-top. Good 
condition . $4500 or best 
offer. Call Phil , 761 -7073. 
ELECTRIC STOVE & re-
frigerator wanted. Preferably 
white, in good working order 
& reasonably priced. Please 
call 772-3098 and leave 
message. 
ROOM FOR RENT? 
Artist wi quiet cat seeks 
clean room on West End, 
Oct 1. $200lmonth . Ptease 
call 772-0177. 
EPSON EQUITY I IBM 
compatible, 2 internal disc 
drives, 256K, mono key-
board, Amdek amber moni-
tor. Brother 15XL letter 
quality printer wi tractor 
feed, Word Perfect. All 
littfe-used, $1 ,250, or best 
offer, Call Gary 772-6672 
evenings. 
TAKE ADVANTAGE! 
Our dassifieds reach 40,000 
active readers every week! 
NEED 2ND OR 3RD car? 
Call Richard Nest, T,B, of 
ME , 773-2718. Stickered, 
warrantied, some finanCing , 
$1 ,500. to $2,500. '80's-
'84 'So Call 773-2718, ask for 
Richard Nest 
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad 
in Casco Bay Weekly can 
help you find it. 772-6672. 
$ We Buy Good 
Used Books $ 
+ 
Call 775-3233 
1-4 pm, Mon-Sat 
roomma es 
GWM has beautiful 2BR 
apartment, completely fur-
nished, heat included. Want 
GWM to come live with me. 
Everything included. $3001 
month. Please reply to CBW 
'126, 
FEMALE looking for female 
roommate of feminist orien-
tation to share my home in 
Old Orchard Beach. Please 
write P.O, Box 4046, Old Or-
chard Beach, ME 04064, 
BACK COVE Responsi-
ble, progressive type 25-35 
wanted to share clean, quiet 
Victorian near park. WID. 
Amiable dog. No cigs or cats 
please. $3001month + 112 




PART TIME OFFICE 
HELP - 10-15 hours per 
week. Hours flexible. Light 
tyPing , errands, etc. The 
Portland Management Com-
pany 774~63. 
EMPLOYERS There is a 
less espensive alternative . 
Advertise your openings in 
Casco Bay Weekly . The 
response you get may 
surprise you! 
Nurses - Nurses' Aides 
Join The Front-Runner 01 Stalling Agencies, 
Choose AsSignments In: 
Ho spItals . Nursing Homes. PSYChiatric Nursing. 
Doctor's Offices. Industrial Nursing. Homes For 
Physic ally and Menia lly Challenged. Privole Duly 
For Inlormolion Co li 
NH 1·800·635·6007 ME 1.800-635-2444 
100 CommerCial $1 
Port land, ME 04101 
CERAMICS South Port-
land. We will train a respon-
sible worker in the producbon 
and finishing of clay prod-
ucts, Commitment to quality 
work is required, Call Ander-
sen Design, 773-8415. 
MOTIONWEAR Looking 
for an aerobics enthusiast to 
work 20-35 hours a week. 
Sales clerk position, starts 
im mediately! Apply in person 
at Motionwear, 57 Market 
Street, Portland (in the Old 











opening for a 
graphic artist. 
A£TIVISTS 
Work for the statewide campaign 
to stop toxic waste, 












Maine People's Alliance needs 
socially conscious individuals 
to join its staff, 
$170 - $230/week. 
Call 761-4400 after 10 am, 
. If you are 55 or over, 
.•. able to work and meet 
the fmancial guidelines 
of the Senior Commun-
Ity Service Program, we 
have job opeings. 
Come to the SCSEP 
Office, Congress 
Building, 142 High 
Street, Suite 416, 
Porltand between 
8:30 am and l:()O pm 
where the job 
.. developer will take 
. your application. 
I 




call Bob or 
Monte at 
775-6601 
or stop by our 
Posh Corporate 
Headquarters, 
187 Clark Street 
in Portland . 
1(.]li9;)C*1~Elii;'t9;)_ 
EFFICIENCY Convenient 
location. TIny, but all utilities 




FOREST AVENUE 1 or 
2BR units. Patios, bal-
conies, storage, ample 
closet space, microwaves, 
dishwashers, on-site laundry 
& parking. Starting at $515. 
New Portland Properties 
Group, 773-RENT. 
TATE ST Large open 
space, 2+BR, 2 baths, deck, 
spectacular views. Call 774-
9303. 
LANDLORDS, List your 
rentals with CBW. Phone 
772-6672, List 3, get 1 free! 
person 0 person 
HOW TO RESPOND to 
advertisers uSing CBW Box 
Service: Write your letter to 
the Person-to-Person person 
of your choice and seal it up 
as you would any other piece 
of mail. Address it to . 
Casco Bay Weekly, CBW 
# _ __ , 187 Clark Street, 
Portland, Maine 04112. We 
will forward your letter, 
unopened, to the boxholder 
within 48 hours! 
29 YEAR OLD SWM 
Nice guy with strong sense 
of self seeks WF for loving 
relationship. Avid movie-
goer and Red Sox fan be-
lieves in physical fitness and 
pleasing his partner. CBW 
#120. 
GWM, YOUNG 63. quiet, 
non-temperrnental with many 
interests including art, poli-
tics, world travel, etc, etc. 
Am interested in meeting 
man who enjoys stimulating 
conversation . Please write 
P.O. Box 901 , Portland, ME 
04104. 
-BLACK HAIR, 5'11 " ' 
Don't hold your breath on Fri-
day. Why don't you find 
your fun elsewhere! P,S: 
You don't speek the lan-
guage, honeyl "Dress 
Jeans" make most of us 
"normal" ones puke! 
"SHARON- You called late 
on 9/13. I couldn't talk. 
Please, try again , earlier. 
I'm looking forward to hearing 
from you, Don't give up on 
me, Sincerely, DaVid, 
LAUNDROMANIA. Hello 
TRULY from Portsmouth I 
met you in the laundromat 
near the West End, Saturday 
aftemoon, 9/17. We spoke 
briefly but I had to leave with 
friends, If you'd like to meet 
again sometime in ME or NH, 
please write P.O. Box 4663, 
Portland, ME 04112 
SWM. 29 6"., 175#, 
brown hair, hazel eyes. I en-
joy canoeing , fishing , 
hunting and camping. I am 
looking for a Sincere female 
between the ages of 25 and 
32 for friendship or lasting 
relationship. Please respond 
to CBW #117. 
COUNTRY ROADS, 
mountain views , hiking , 
camping, canoeing , x-c ski-
ing , explOring. If these ap-
peal and you are a positive, 
caring and communicative 
SM, thiS appreciative SF, 39 
awaits your fetter and friend-
ship. Pfease respond to 
CBW'116. 
GUPPY: I love you , Free 
Thinker. 
MOANA· Offering guided 
tours south of the border 
Intense whimpering COUldn't 
affect the fun we would 
have. Book me. Julio, lunes 
el treces, 7:00. Yeah, it's a 
commitment. I know you 
prefer decisionfess types , 
but I'm no longer esa nina I 
left behind, You vengo 
SONA ya no la lesbia nerda. 
Doris. 
757 Congress Street, Portland 
:: '~"n .... ·.·N.·.·.·d · .. ··,,· ... · 
t COLUNS POND 2 BR House, $700+ 
" ASHMONT ST 1 Bedroom, $375+ 
" 20 WEST ST Condo, lBR, $500+ 
:~ 
~, WINTER ST 1 Bedroom, $495+ 
., GREY New Duplex wi garage, $650+ 
f' "'" '" """. M "." 00' ..... ,,-", 
j other rental properties 
I now available I , i 
I . _ . . , . .. , .' .11 
Roommate Referral Service 
also available, 
40·ISH 80'S WOMAN. 
Portland, spiffy/serious ; 
gourmet/traditional ; out-
doors: Audobonish; indoors . 
book - movie - long luch-ish. 
Caring, considerate, cunous 
and witty. Oh Brave Bon Vi-
vant: It it you there? CBW 
#119. 
GWM, 22 attractive, intel-
ligent, nice normal guy would 
like to meet masculine, clos-
eted or non-bar type guys for 
friendship, conversation , 
recreation , There has got to 
be more to gay life in Port-
land than meets the eye . 
CBW #125. 
SWM, 32 6'2 1/2", 185#, 
dark hair, brown eyes, never 
been married, Interests : 
movies, dining out, baseball, 
50's music. Would like to 
meet an easy going, roman-
tic, down to earth SWF, 23-
35 for possible relationship, 
Photo appreciated. All let-
ters answered, CBW #123. 
LOOPY, Work, art and 
dancing ; ain't we having 
some fun now? What's next? 
-Crash 
IN THE FURTHER AD. 
VENTURES OF S & K, K tells 
S she has quit smoking 
again and S, always polite, 
neither laughs out loud nor 
snorts in derision. K con-
fides to S that she is just 
about ready to add on a few 
more vices , S agrees 
wholeheartedly and makes a 
few suggestions, 
774-9303 
WHEN THE LADY FELL 
down the flight of stairs you 
got off your bike to help. I 
was in Victory Deli having 
lunch and came out to ask if 
you needed any assistance. 
You wore an L.L. Bean shirt. 
Saw you a week later at 
Paul's. Want to meet for 
coffee? (I never do th is ei-
ther.) CBW Box '122. 
$16 TAKES YOU a lot 
further in Casco Bay 
Weekly's Person-to-Person 
section than it will in a bar. 
($16 = 1 30-word message + 
CBW Box Service for 2 
weeks!) Compose your CBW 
personal this week! After all, 
what do you have to lose? 
THE "FUNNY ENDING" 
to the story could have been 
viewed as a "funny begin-
ning" for new friends . Don't 
be unfairly pre-iudgemental; 
in this case you're wrong I 
VICIOUS BITCH· I'd 
eat glass for you. I love you 
and I will wait for you. Lets 
be romantic again. 5 cents. 
.lAN.O, JAN.O, .IAN 
Why do you look that way? 
I'm ready to rock! -Admirer, 




Maine Medical Center is the medical center that watches over 
Portland, There is no other hospital like us in the entire state. The 
work we do is impressive, the research impOrtant, Our 600-bed facil -
ity is the most technically advanced state-of-the-an teaching hospital 
in Maine, but we are also an eXciting and friendly place to work. 
Our staff truly enjoys their work, and the people they work with. 
We invite you to corne in, check us out, and discover healthcare at 
its best. 
Medical TechnolOgiSts & 
Medical Laboratory Technicians 
• Full and pan time positions available 
• Flexible hours to fit your lifestyle 
• Variou s divisio ns 
• Must be ASCP certified or eligible for certification. 
Find out about our new salary ranges and differentials! 
Interested candidates please call M ary Main at (207) 871 -2997 or 
send your resume to her attention at Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramhall Street, Portland ME 04102. An equal opportunity employer. 
Jv'tA)[NE M}DICAJL CENTI-:j~ 
VrM&-t(7f~ 
LOOKING FOR 
THE REAL PUZZLE? 
ERNIE POOK'S COMEEK? 
THEY'VE MOVED! CHECK OUT PAGE 21! 
23 
caw classified ad form 
NOTE, If you derive regular income from the subiect(s) of your classified ad(s), 
please use the Business Rate. 
Up to 30 words 
3145 words 
4&00 words 
Each add' word 
CBW Box Service 
(All Charges Per Week) 
IncfNiduaI Business 
$ 5.00 $ 7.00 
$ 7.00 $9.00 
$ 9.00 $11.00 
$ .15 $ .21 
$3.00 $ 5.00 
MONEY SAVING OFFER! 
Prepay your CBW Classified for three weeks and receive a fourth week FREE! 
(Multiple-week advertisers get one free week for each three weeks pre-paid.) Indicate 
your free weeks on the Classified Ad Fonn or when you call. 
Please read the CBW Classified Policy before completing this form , 
And please, be neat! Thanks! 
Message ____________________________________________________ __ 
Preferred Category Total Words, _____ _ 
Basic Rate 
+ Extra Words at __ ¢ Each = 
CBW Box Service 
Subtotal 
Number of Paid WBfir<s You Want Ad Run x 
Tolal Enclosed 
And Don't Forget My Free Weekla)! 
Not for pUblication: 
We need the following information to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence. 
Name. ______ _____________ _______ ___ 
Address, __________________ ________ __ 
City -------------------- State, _______ Zip, ______ _ 
Daytime Phone Number __________________________________________ __ 
Enclosed is my 
I'm using 
Check = Money Order 
MastercardNisa (Circle One) 
#---_______ _____ Exp. Date ___ _ 
Complete this form and mail or deliver to: 
Classified Department 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 










E Foot cartridge 
With a frorTl available stock. 
save LIP to $1250! 
cash price 
ber30 1988 
sale Expires septeJTl ' 
onlY one week left! 
." . .. ..... ',. 
